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Clueless

Jim Cook writes of the failure of a
‘divide and rule’ policy in Iraq following
the fall of Saddam Hussein (Letters,
November 21).
I agree that there was a policy failure,
but it wasn’t a case of attempting to
implement a flawed policy. It was a case
of having no policy at all. The US, the
UK and the rest of ‘the coalition’ entered
into an invasion of Iraq with no clue as
to what would happen in the aftermath
of ‘victory’. They had a vision of joyful
people on the streets greeting their tanks
and troops as liberators.
They were utterly ignorant of
the tensions and divisions within
Iraqi society that were kept in check
by strongman Saddam’s Ba’athist
regime. They had no understanding
that this regime was holding a divided
society together as a secure polity and
functioning economy - no mean feat,
given the crippling sanctions imposed
on Iraq by the ‘west’. They failed to
anticipate that regional powers - Iran,
Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates
- would seek to assert not only influence,
but hegemony, over the Iraqi state so
blithely destroyed by the US and its
friends.
In Samson Agonistes Milton
describes the mighty Samson as “eyeless
in Gaza”. The blinded strongman is
chained to mighty pillars for all to mock.
In his rage, with his strength returned to
him, he brings down the whole building,
killing himself and everyone within it.
Likewise the war machine of the US
brought the Iraqi state crashing down on
the heads of its citizens - mayhem and
sectarian civil war ensued. Hundreds
of thousands of lives blighted by sheer
folly.
To sum up this whole sorry tragedy, I
suggest an epithet for US intervention in
Iraq = ‘Clueless in Basra’.
Robbie Leslie
email

Not the messiah

I think eager young canvassers revved
up to get Corbyn elected are not
finding it as easy on the doorstep as
they’d been led to expect. The Labour
candidate for Calder Valley, has once
again, in all his election leaflets (as in

2017), not made any mention of trade
unions, socialism, public services or
Corbyn!
Something seeming to escape
comment by the left is Corbyn’s
plan to allow workers a 10% stake in
firms, presumably by shares they will
be allowed to sell? This undermines
the constant promises to repeal (all?)
anti-union laws. Workers collectively
getting a 10% share in the business
they work for do not need to be
union members. Having a stake in the
company you work for has long been
shown to dampen union membership
rates and militancy. Workers with
such shares are unlikely to resort
to industrial action to gain a better
pay rise, when told by the employer
that any such action will undermine
profitability and therefore the value
of their shares! Along with those
employers embracing ‘wellbeing’,
‘equality and diversity’ policies and
‘safe spaces’, workers fooled by such
apparent care from their employer do
not join a trade union.
The same anti-union ethos applies
in having ‘worker representatives’ on
the corporate board. Who elects them?
- and again, they do not need to be in a
union. The European Union has this in
some member-states, such as Germany,
and union membership rates are much
lower where there are workers on the
company board of directors.
Did our major union Labour
affiliates not oppose these anti-union
measures? If not, is it because those
unions have no intention of fighting
a Corbyn-led Labour government, no
matter what pledges it fails to honour?
You can safely repeal anti-union
legislation where you have workers
with shares against taking industrial
action!
As for Corbyn’s disastrous Andrew
Neil interview on November 26, his
and the Labour executive’s failure
to oppose the redefinition of antiSemitism to now include any criticism
of the actions of the state of Israel have
backfired spectacularly and Corbyn
deserves all the ‘anti-Semitism’ flack
he is now getting. Weekly Worker
articles have predicted that all his
concessions to the right will not stop
this campaign against him, yet he
threw good socialists under the bus.
As for Steve Freeman (Letters,
November 21), Corbyn will not get
a “credible deal” (defined as what
exactly?) from the EU and knows it.

Communist University 2020
A week of provocative and stimulating debate, sponsored by
Labour Party Marxists and CPGB

August 17-24
Goldsmiths, University of London, 8 Lewisham Way, New Cross, London SE14 6NW
Nearest stations: New Cross, New Cross Gate
Accommodation: Loring Hall, St James
Full week, including accommodation in en suite single rooms - £250
(£150 unwaged). Solidarity price: £300.
First/final weekend, including one night’s accommodation: £60 (£30).
Day: £10 (£5). Single session: £5 (£3). Reservation: £30.
Cheques: Make payable to CPGB and send to:
BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX.
PayPal: Go to the CPGB website: www.cpgb.org.uk.
Bank transfer: email tina@cpgb.org.uk for details.

Firstly, retaining the customs union
and membership of the single market is
not Brexit - it is a variant of ‘remain’,
so all Corbyn is offering is soft or hard
versions of ‘remain’, which is therefore
a total betrayal of the 17.4 million
(mainly working class) ‘leave’ voters.
Labour also conspired to take ‘no deal’
off the table with no people’s mandate
to do so. The EU will not agree any
genuine ‘leave’ deal, however soft, for
fear voters may go for it.
Corbyn could not answer Andrew
Neil on who in the Labour Party
would present and campaign for his
so called “credible” deal (there will
be no shortage of takers to present the
Labour ‘remain’ side, of course). This
is disingenuous blather from Corbyn.
If we get to this rigged ‘people’s vote’,
the turnout will be low, while the anger
of ‘leave’ voters feeling cheated will
lead to another rise in support for the
far right - and that will be the fault of
all those pushing for this deceitful,
dishonest ‘people’s vote’.
It is not the job of revolutionaries
to foster illusions in the Labour Party
- even less in Corbyn’s ‘capitalism is
safe with us’ party.
Dave Vincent
Manchester

Pasokification

Paul B Smith is right to warn that an
electoral victory for Labour will foster
illusions in leftwing nationalism and
class-collaboration (Letters, November
21). However, from my neck of the
woods in North East Cambridgeshire, I
can see no sign that Corbyn will defeat
Johnson in the December 12 election.
So safe is the North East
Cambridgeshire seat for the Tories that
Stephen Barclay (Brexit secretary) is
sitting on such a comfortable majority
(21,270), that he’s found time to
campaign in the next-door marginal
seat of Peterborough. At the same
time, the Liberal Democrat candidate
is “twinned” with the more winnable
seat of South East Cambridgeshire. The
huge vote for Stephen Barclay in 2017
of 34,340 votes, with Labour coming
second with 13,070 votes, makes North
East Cambridgeshire the eighth-safest
Tory seat in Britain.
Why this is so is the source of much
intensive debate amongst socialist
activists in Fenland. There are many
reasons why the Tory vote is so high,
and the Labour vote so low, in a
constituency having the lowest house
prices in East Anglia, apart from the
depressed seaside town of Great
Yarmouth.
One big reason is that North East
Cambridgeshire is a typical Tory
shire made up of four market towns
- Wisbech, March, Chatteris and
Whittlesey. Whilst farmers no longer
control the North East Cambridgeshire
Conservative Association, they have
been replaced by a new breed of petty
landlords, each of whom have one or
two properties to rent out.
A further reason is that Fenland
has become a retirement destination
for thousands of former blue-collar
workers, who have bought their council
house in Essex or London and moved
to Fenland as part of the ‘white flight’
out of the south-east. Then there are
the 15,000 ‘self-employed’ workers in
Fenland, together with the thousands
of people who commute each weekday
from Fenland to well-paying jobs in
Cambridge and Peterborough. There
are also thousands of workers who still
tip their cap to the Tory squire.
All the above leads to despair
amongst socialist activists in Fenland.
Whilst North East Cambridgeshire CLP
has a budget of £5,000 for the election
- using funds obtained from the rent it
gets from an Indian restaurant, which
occupies the former Wisbech Labour
Club - there are very few activists on
the ground. Those who are active are
spending most of their time helping the

Labour candidates in the neighbouring
seats of King’s Lynn and Peterborough.
The only way to defeat a career
politician like Stephen Barclay is for
Labour, in future elections, to use
the slogan, ‘For a workers’ MP on a
worker’s wage’. This would involve
the Labour candidate pledging that,
if elected, he or she would live on the
average wage of a Fenland worker
(currently around £500 a week), with
the surplus being donated to the Labour
Party.
Paul B Smith’s warnings about
a Corbyn government are correct. I
tend to agree with the analysis of the
Socialist Equality Party, which predicts
that a Corbyn government will quickly
go the way of Syriza as part of the final
‘Pasokification’ of European social
democracy.
The Weekly Worker should not get
too tied up with supporting the election
of a Corbyn-led Labour government. If
a Syriza-type ‘betrayal’ occurs, working
class people will look for someone to
blame. The Weekly Worker should keep
well out of the crossfire from the fallout of such a betrayal. The best way to
do this is by building the membership
of the CPGB rather than the Labour left.
As Paul B Smith concludes, Marxists
should be discussing a political climate
within which Marxist parties with a
mass working class base can emerge.
John Smithee
Cambridgeshire

Eyes wide open

The ‘illusion’ that either Labour or
Corbynism could ever be taken in a
solidly leftward direction, thus becoming
a genuine vessel for socialist ideas and
ideals, is made very clear by Paul B
Smith. But maybe the comrade doesn’t
go quite deep enough into the subtleties
of things. The most striking aspect of
Labour, as revamped/rebooted under
Corbynism (and so also the greatest of
its treacheries), is how it continues to
ape the underlying but inherent traits
of capitalism. Most egregiously so by
its peddling of myths, methodologies
and
associated
deceptions,
whereby international matters or events
are presented as distinct and largely
unrelated to the domestic.
OK, jolly good to offer back the
Chagos Islanders their home that
was ripped away by imperialist
requirements for US airbases and
other colonialist rampaging; all very
fine and dandy to offer verbal and
theoretical support to the Palestinian
cause or decry US “interference” in
its Latin American backyard, etc.

But, in actual fact, any such carefully
rationed mini-internationalism only
serves to accentuate in the minds of
British citizens that rigid separation
of domestic politics from the global.
Implicitly it re-cements both a
disguising and obscuring of how
our comforts, standard of living,
our advantages of lifestyle in the
‘developed’ countries are entirely
reliant upon systematic, ruthless, often
rabid and always oppressive economic
control of workers and peasantry
within the remaining three-quarters of
the planet. That process represents the
exploitation of the most meaningful
“many” by a most significant “few”;
relatively well protected as well as
relatively affluent workers continuing
to benefit from parasitism upon far
poorer counterparts, even if only in
that remarkably sophisticated/hybrid
fashion.
All well and good to carry out a
bit of renationalisation, the removal
of hideous cultural inequities and so
on. However, the refusal of social
democracy or specifically Corbynism
to expose an unbending interconnection
between domestic and international
factors is their most criminal failing.
Indeed, rather than merely exposing
that interconnection, what Corbyn’s
and McDonnell’s outfit should be
doing is relentlessly shout out and thus
uncompromisingly hammer home this
crucial and seminal matter to any UK
workers who choose to pay attention
- and then adopt fundamentally
different, incomparably more effective
approaches to political action.
With that comprehension in mind,
all UK communists will now await
the outcome of our December general
election - not only with sincere
optimism, but also eyes wide open.
Bruno Kretzschmar
email

Xmas present

Those stuck for an unusual Christmas
present for someone might like to consider
my three-book ‘histrilogy’, Stardust
and coaldust. It covers the history and
politics of the mines in the wider political
context and environment of the mining
communities’ struggles. The whole set,
including postage, costs £20.
Please
contact
me
at
douglassdavid705@gmail.com to
let me know where to send them and
whether you want them signed or
not. (They do say the unsigned ones
are the rare ones!)
David John Douglass
email

Fighting fund
“I

Contrast

hope this helps take you
over the line,” writes LT in
the note accompanying his £50
cheque towards our November
fighting fund.
Thanks very much, comrade,
and I hope so too, but, with only
three days to go to reach our
£2,000 monthly target, the current
total stands at £1,646 - meaning
that we still need £354. In fact
over the last week only £230 came
in - quite a contrast to last week,
when the total was £820!
Mind you, last week was that
time of the month when the most
generous standing orders come
our way, whereas over the last
seven days SOs produced a mere
£150. But it goes without saying
that we are more than grateful to
DG (£60), JT (£50), SS and GT
(£15 each) and AR (£10). On top
of that (and LT’s cheque) both TF

(£25) and JG (£5) made use of
PayPal.
So how are we going to get
the extra £354 we need before
Sunday? Well, apart from the
handful of standing orders we get
at the very end of each month,
we’ll need a few more comrades
to click on that button on our
website - either that or make a
bank transfer, which is incredibly
easy if you have an online
account. If you want to help us
out, please make your transfer
to the Weekly Worker (account
number 00744310; sort code 3099-64).
Any offers? l
Robbie Rix
Fill in a standing order form
(back page), donate via our
website, or send cheques,
payable to Weekly Worker

BCM Box 928, London WC1N 3XX l 07903 054393 l www.weeklyworker.co.uk l editor@weeklyworker.co.uk
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What the critics are missing
Paul Demarty looks at the fallout from Roger Hallam’s
invocation of the holocaust

I

t was inevitable that some of the
saintliness would wear off the good
men and women of Extinction
Rebellion, and so it has come to pass.
Step forward co-founder, Roger
Hallam - a veteran of various
social movements now in his 50s
(and eminently arrestable by XR’s
definitions). He has been charged with
tagging up Kings College London to
shame it into divesting from fossil fuel
companies (earlier this year he and
his co-defendants were acquitted by
a jury sympathetic to their argument
that the vandalism was a proportionate
response). More recently, he is in trouble
for allegedly conspiring to ground planes
by flying drones.
He is not in the news for any of these
reasons, however; instead, an interview
he gave to the German paper, Die Zeit,
has gotten him into trouble for comments
he made about the holocaust and its place
in history. He was challenged for having
drawn comparisons between the climate
crisis’s likely long-term effects and the
Nazi extermination programmes in an
earlier talk; instead of walking back from
that statement, he expanded it further,
saying that - in the light of, for example,
the behaviour of the Belgian colonial
regime in the Congo, and innumerable
other obscene massacres and crimes - the
holocaust was “almost a normal event …
just another fuckery in human history.”1
This did not go down well, naturally.
His statement was widely condemned
as anti-Semitic and insensitive. German
foreign minister Heiko Maas was typical
when he declared:
The holocaust is more than millions
of dead and horrific torture methods.
To want to murder and exterminate
Jewish women and men is uniquely
inhumane. We must always be aware
of that, so we can be certain: never
again!2
Concerns were raised outside the
mainstream, too. Rob Ferguson of
Socialist Worker was not happy:
“Hallam appeared completely ignorant
of how his remarks chimed with fascists
and holocaust deniers.”3
There is always with these spectacular
allergic reactions a question of what is
being hidden. Certainly the reason given
by Maas for the holocaust’s uniqueness
is spurious - plenty of people, through
European and west Asian history, have
wanted to exterminate the Jews, and
some still do today; so it is questionable
how much this helps us to be “certain”
not to have a repeat.
There is also the question of exactly
what is not to be repeated. The event is
treated very often, including in Maas’s
tweet, as a specifically Jewish tragedy;
but we all know that Jews amounted to a
plurality of half or so of the civilian victims
of Nazi murder: the rest were made up
of Soviet citizens (5.7 million), Poles
(1.8 million), Serbs, Roma, communists,
homosexuals, other supposed ‘asocials’,
the disabled, the ‘feeble-minded’ and so
on. If we look at things in this context,
the thing we want never to have again
is systematic massacre, rather than
specifically anti-Semitic genocide. At
that point, however, we are nudging
in Hallam’s direction - aren’t we? - by
reducing the singularity of Hitler’s crime.
In truth, the argument in the form
it usually appears, presenting the
holocaust as an absolute singularity of
evil, is surely unsustainable. In order
to understand its singularity, we would
have to compare it to other things, even
if only to find the distinction between
them. That is what serious historians of
the death camps have done in order to
illuminate the subject - surely impossible
without reference to the sordid history
of pogroms in pre-war Poland and pre-

revolutionary Russia; the nationalistCatholic party of ultra-reaction that
formed in France’s Third Republic after
the Dreyfus affair, surrendered to Hitler’s
armies and ultimately rounded up Jews
in the Paris Velodrome for transportation;
and so on. Crimes are built on crimes.

Endless fuckery

Hallam’s interview reminds us, inevitably,
of other controversial comparisons
relating to the holocaust. In a 1949 lecture,
the philosopher, Martin Heidegger,
infamously characterised it as a symptom
of the mechanisation of production:
... agriculture is now a motorised
food industry - the same thing in
its essence as the production of
corpses in the gas chambers and the
extermination camps; the same thing
as blockades and the reduction of
countries to famine; the same thing as
the manufacture of hydrogen bombs.
Heidegger had a lot to hide here: his
membership of the Nazi Party was wellknown by then, but only in recent decades
has the full extent of his enthusiasm for
and sympathy with German fascism including its anti-Semitism - become
clear. The implied equation of chemical
pesticides and Zyklon-B is morally
abhorrent, but paradoxically gets us
closer to the holocaust’s place in the
world’s history of blood-sacrifice than
the nie wieder chest-beating of modern
establishment types. It is the holocaust’s
industrial character that presents a
uniquely horrific aspect - the bringing
to bear of sophisticated technique and
infrastructural organisation to the task of
mass murder. This distinguishes it from
other great crimes of history, and even
more recent genocidal activity, such as
the massacres in Rwanda and Myanmar
(perpetrated by riled-up mobs), or the
Palestinian nakba and Yugoslav wars
(terroristic, designed to encourage mass
flight for ethnic-cleansing purposes).
The ‘final solution’ was in respect of
‘the Jewish problem’, of course; but it
was also a solution to a more immediate
problem, which is that the morale of SS
units marching from one city in the east
to the next and shooting Jew after Jew
was in a state of collapse. These units
were the prototype of the gas chambers,
and as human material could hardly
have been better selected - fiercely loyal,
ideologically-committed Nazis, who
despised Jews with the same fervour
as Hitler and Himmler. At some basic
level, the human organism resists being
so used; the introduction of complex
technological mediation was necessary
for Hitler’s plan to be carried out.
The extermination of Jews (and
Roma, gays ... ) was, in other words, a
product of capitalism and its sophisticated
forms of coercive cooperation, as well as
its technological fecundity (as is usefully
pointed out by comrade Ferguson, in fact,
once he finishes ticking off Hallam). The
desire for revenge and the demagogue’s
scapegoating predate capitalism, and are
intrinsic to the crooked polities of all
class societies; the possibility of turning
that into an international enterprise,
complete with supply-chain and detailed
accounting procedures, does not.
Heidegger was perhaps right at least
to link Auschwitz with “the manufacture
of hydrogen bombs”, and it is notable
that the notorious neo-Nazi novel The
Turner diaries ends with the eponymous
‘hero’ exterminating the world’s nonwhite population with indiscriminate
nuclear strikes. Those who say ‘never
again’ to genocide, while acquiescing
in the stockpiling of the weapons best
suited to achieving it must deceive
themselves; hence the impoverished
character of their views on the matter,
their turning Auschwitz into a jealous

god, whose finicky rituals must be
observed whenever he is mentioned.

Pessimism

Where does this leave Roger Hallam?
Ironically, in basically the same
predicament. To view all human history,
in the manner of Walter Benjamin’s angel
of history, as merely the piling up of
wreckage and corpses (Benjamin wrote
before the camps, of course, and became
himself a victim of the Nazis before the
extermination programme got fully into
its stride) is just as much to render the
genesis of the holocaust unintelligible,
since it denies that there is anything
very much about it to know, beyond the
‘bare facts’ of how many died, where, by
whose hand and what means - which are
reduced to entirely contingent details, as
meaningless as pizza-toppings.
Hallam seems to be on the pessimistic
wing of the environmental movement;
and part of his trouble is that this does
shade into some pretty dodgy territory
before long. Our paper has criticised
the Malthusian population obsessions
of many environmentalists - including
the Green Party - and there is a further
shading into the far right, with Walther
Darré’s Blut und Boden philosophy
having something of a revival on the altright at the moment.4 Hallam’s politics
on this point are ambiguous at best - Die
Zeit notes previous statements to the
German press to the effect that XR is “not
a classical leftist movement who will
exclude you if you are a bit sexist or a bit
racist”, and elsewhere that “democracy is
irrelevant in immoral societies”.
The endless-fuckery of history is not
prima facie defensible as a ‘theory’: it is
rather an axiomatic statement that there
is not an explanation for human brutality
- or at least not an explanation with any
practical import for humans as we are. So
we may or may not choose to accept that
axiom, but we must surely call it ultimately
a counsel of despair: if not a climate
holocaust, then some other one shall surely
arise ultimately, according to basic statistic
laws. The best we can do, then, is to join
the far right, and hope that our ethnic group
outlives everyone else’s (Garrett Hardin’s
repugnant ‘lifeboat ethics’).
This leads us beyond the historiography
of the holocaust, and other sordid episodes
in human history, to the small matter of
the political future of XR. Hallam, on the
one hand, and his critics, on the other,
point towards two divergent dangers for
the movement’s supporters. Hallam’s
error, though perhaps unrepresentative of
his overall political opinions, reminds us
of that unsavoury, misanthropic current
in green thought; and that, in spite of the
overwhelmingly liberal and leftwing
coloration of the contemporary movement,
the connection is not automatic.
As for the ‘You can’t say that!’
brigade, they ought to remind us that XR
is always in danger of being coopted and
domesticated by the powers that be. The
militancy of its direct actions, pace most
far-left cheerleading, is no prophylactic;
long-term general political organisation
outside the grip of the establishment
could be. We hear often enough from XR
militants that ‘system change’ is needed
to prevent climate disaster; but they
cannot forever dodge the key question:
change from what system, to what
system - and how? l
paul.demarty@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.zeit.de/2019/48/extinction-rebellion-rogerhallam-klimaaktivist.
2. https://twitter.com/HeikoMaas/
status/1197113471546134530.
3. https://socialistworker.co.uk/art/49272/
Why+Roger+Hallam+was+wrong+about+the+
Holocaust.
4. https://newrepublic.com/article/154971/
rise-ecofascism-history-white-nationalismnvironmental-preservation-immigration.

London Communist Forum

Sunday December 1, 5pm: Weekly political report from CPGB
Provisional Central Committee, followed by open discussion and
reading group: study of Abram Leon’s The Jewish question - a Marxist
interpretation. This meeting: ‘Chapter 1: The premises for a scientific
study of Jewish history’ (continued).
Calthorpe Arms, 252 Grays Inn Road, London WC1.
Organised by CPGB: www.cpgb.org.uk and
Labour Party Marxists: www.labourpartymarxists.org.uk.

Radical Anthropology Group

Tuesday December 3, 6.30pm: Series of talks on social and biological
anthropology, Daryll Forde seminar room, Anthropology Building, 14
Taviton Street, off Gordon Square, London WC1. This meeting: ‘How
language evolved from music’. Speaker: Jerome Lewis.
Organised by Radical Anthropology Group:
radicalanthropologygroup.org.

Global strike 4 climate

Friday November 29, 11am: UK-wide (and global) student and school
student demonstrations. Take direct action on the climate crisis and
ecological catastrophe - system change, not climate change!
Organised by UK Student Climate Network:
www.facebook.com/pg/UKSCN/events.

March for planet, pay and pensions

Friday November 29, 11am: Demonstration. Assemble Malet Street,
London WC1, then march to parliament for rally at 2pm, Westminster
Central Hall, London SW1. Solidarity with the university strikers,
postal workers and climate protestors.
Organised by UCU London Region:
www.facebook.com/events/445100352817639.

From Balfour to Banksy

Saturday November 30, 2pm: Film showing, Shere Village Hall,
Gomshall Lane, Shere GU5. Covers views from occupied Palestine
and asks what change must come. Producer Miranda Pinch will
introduce the film and answer questions. Admission £7.50, including
refreshments.
Organised by West Surrey Palestine Solidarity Campaign:
www.villagecinema.org/from-balfour-to-banksy.

No to Trump - no to Nato

Saturday November 30, 10.30am to 5.30pm: Counter-summit,
Bloomsbury Central Baptist Church, 235 Shaftesbury Avenue, London
WC2. Anti-war voices from Europe and beyond will discuss Nato’s
nuclear warmongering, its interventionist wars, and how to abolish it.
Speakers include Tariq Ali and Chris Williamson. Registration free.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/2166624643444305.
Monday December 2, 5.30pm: Protest, High Street, Birmingham B4.
Oppose Nato leader and climate-denier Donald Trump.
Organised by Birmingham Stop the War and Stand Up to Racism:
www.facebook.com/events/1349062265280015.
Tuesday December 3, 4pm: National demonstration, Assemble
Trafalgar Square, London WC2, then march to Buckingham Palace.
Raise voices against the world’s largest nuclear-armed military alliance,
overseen by one of the most reckless US presidents in history.
Organised by Stop the War Coalition:
www.facebook.com/events/2252408285016137.

Government, state and big business

Tuesday December 3, 7pm: Class, Marx Memorial Library, 37a Clerkenwell
Green, London, EC1. How big business exercises political power and how we
challenge it. Speaker: Dr Jonathan White. Entrance £5 (£3).
Organised by Marx Memorial Library:
www.facebook.com/events/2324482081096621.

Solidarity with postal workers

Tuesday December 3, 7pm: Public meeting, William Morris
Community Centre, 6-8 Greenleaf Road, London E17. Update on plans
for a national strike. Speaker: Dave Ward, CWU general secretary.
Organised by Waltham Forest Trades Council:
www.facebook.com/events/543860813065744.

Solidarity - the secret state

Wednesday December 11, 6.30pm: Film screening, Curzon cinema,
Westgate Shopping Centre, Oxford OX1. Solidarity is about the
secretive methods used against UK activists and trade unionists.
Followed by Q&A with director Lucy Parker. Entrance £14.50.
Organised by Blacklist Support Group:
www.facebook.com/groups/blacklistSG.

Finance capital

Thursday December 19, 6pm: Capital study session, Jack Jones
House, 2 Churchill Way, Liverpool L3.
Organised by Merseyside Socialist Theory Study Group:
study4socialism@outlook.com.

Labour’s new economic policy

Thursday January 9, 7.30pm: Public meeting, Council House,
Victoria Square, Birmingham B1. Labour is unwilling to challenge
capitalism, but another recession looms. Speaker: Michael Roberts.
Organised by Birmingham Trade Union Council:
www.facebook.com/BhamTUC.

Stand with Palestine

Wednesday January 15, 6pm: Protest lobby, Tower Hamlets Council,
Mulberry Place, 5 Clove Crescent, London E14. Demand the council
lifts its ban on Palestine solidarity events - Free speech on Palestine!
Organised by Tower Hamlets Palestine Solidarity - Jenin Friendship:
www.facebook.com/events/797278194057154.

CPGB wills

Remember the CPGB and keep the struggle going. Put our party’s name
and address, together with the amount you wish to leave, in your will.
If you need further help, do not hesitate to contact us.
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SWP

Political zombification
Mike Macnair finds the second pre-conference discussion bulletin a sad but revealing read

T

he SWP’s stunted internal
discussion culture moved in
November into the second of
its three annual instalments. PreConference Bulletin No1 had 31
pages, of which just eight were taken
up by the four contributions from
rank-and-file members (including one
clearly ‘solicited’ piece of local rahrah for the central committee’s current
fad, Extinction Rebellion.
PCB No2 contains a little more
from members: of 32 pages, eight
deal with administrative matters,
eight are CC documents and there are
two pages, carrying the contribution
entitled ‘Politics in Scotland’, from
four comrades in Glasgow (though
not formally a CC document, this
looks like an ‘official product’. That
leaves 14 pages for contributions
from members - five of which appear
to be yet more ‘solicited’ local rah-rah
for CC projects (this time for Stand
Up To Racism and cognate activities),
but there are nine pages’ worth of real
debate.
PCB No2 is in a sense ‘bookended’ by three highly symptomatic
contributions. The first is the
CC’s piece - ‘Building the party:
revolutionaries in a time of turmoil’
- which displays ‘official optimism’
and the actual inability of the CC
to think seriously. Towards the end
of the bulletin there are two debate
contributions. First there is “John
from Exeter” and his ‘Missing
the point’. He wanted to adopt an
‘active abstention’ line in the 2016
EU referendum, which the CC now
proposes as a possible line for any
second referendum.
The CC had commented in its
‘Leninism’ document in PCB No1 that
“it is surprising that so few comrades
in the party contested our position, to
attempt to organise an internationalist
left ‘leave’ campaign”. John responds:
“One can only admire their chutzpah.
No, it is completely unsurprising.”
He argues that effective dissent from
CC positions requires the right to
organise; and the ban on factions
outside the pre-conference period
bars this: “Our current ‘Leninism’
and ‘democratic centralism’ provides
one permanent faction - the CC - with
live ammunition - but provides the
membership only with blanks.”
“Liam from Plymouth” says more
about the ‘Leninism’ piece. He argues
that the working class constitutes
itself through struggles - so far, so
good; but also, so far so orthodox
SWP, due to Liam’s not seeing that
electoral struggles and electoral party
construction also play this role, not
just strikes. The loss of struggles has,
he argued, resulted in atomisation;
but atomisation still leaves a human
need for ‘community’, and rightwing
nationalism, etc, occupies that space
(correct). The united front tactic was
adopted for mass labour movements,
which do not now exist (he misses the
point that it was actually adopted for
mass communist parties, which even
more clearly do not exist).
There is a need to use new media
in the way the alt-right do, says Liam.
This is the usual left delusion that
clever media use can overcome the
problems of organisation: the left will
not, until it builds mass organisations,
have the resources to compete with
the extensively funded alt-right (etc)
on this terrain. The trade unions, he
argues, are nearly dead, but need to be
and can be over a prolonged struggle
rebuilt, especially by fighting for
participatory structures at the base.
This segues into the point that the
CC complains of loss of debate and

local initiative in the SWP, but fails to
recognise that the structure of debate
- for three months only - prevents its
development.
The problem, however, is not
just the ban on factionalising and
its accompanying restrictions on
private communication, as discussed
by Peter Manson in relation to PCB
No1 (‘Pretence of democracy’,
October 31). Rather, the SWP’s
conception of the nature and tasks
of a ‘revolutionary’ party and how to
build it logically entails the ban on
factionalising and all that goes with it.
But, more generally, this conception
inherently tends to make the SWP a
machine which takes bright young
students who want to change the
world and dumbs them down into
political zombies, who are ‘turned’
from campaign to campaign in the
service of the voodoo-magician CC’s
latest fad. The dumbing-down process
means that there can be no feedback
to correct errors on the part of the
CC, so that its members also become
in a sense infected by their servants’
zombification.

Membership

This is made clear by the CC’s
‘Building the party’ document,
which begins with the usual ‘official
optimism’: “2019 may yet go down
as a year of global revolt.” Plainly
written in October, the document
tail-ends Boris Johnson to demand
an early general election “to break
the Brexit deadlock” and denounces
the Labour leadership for “retreats”
on both anti-Semitism and Brexit:
“In this context the emergence of the
new, militant climate movements in
Britain, independent of the Labour
Party, are even more important”
(emphasis added). The SWP needs,
therefore, to increase its involvement
in Extinction Rebellion, etc, while
maintaining its emphasis on its Stand
Up To Racism front: “Our priorities
can change with new developments.
We have to avoid fragmentation in
the party.” This is code for the usual
‘same old, same old’, which the SWP
has operated since the failure of ‘rank
and filism’ in the mid-1970s: the
SWP’s members need to turn, turn
and turn to the latest CC fad.
The document claims that total
membership stands at 6,464, of whom
“around 2,000” pay dues - “slightly
up on where we were at this point last
year”. We may guess that the 6,464
are really contacts who signed a form
in a moment of enthusiasm, while
the 2,000 are the actual members
(plus paying sympathisers), and
that the mobilisable membership
is somewhere around 1,000 - the
Marxism 2019 summer school
attracted “over 2,500” and, since
“over 90” joined the SWP there,
it presumably included substantial
numbers of contacts.
The CC states: “There has been a
massive acceleration in recruitment
since the start of September, with
146 people having joined …” Two
paragraphs further on, we learn that
97 - two thirds - of these are students.
Evidently the ‘Delta affair’ has
receded far enough into the past to
enable the SWP to recruit once again
at freshers’ fairs.
“Branch meetings” are central. The
members have to “be in the room, part
of the movement and getting stuck
in”; but please “ensure that our branch
meetings are fit for purpose”, since
“These are not internal meetings just
for members, but should be a place
we can bring people along to engage
in interesting discussion and debate.”

From bright young students into ...
But quite plainly the “debate” here
does not mean open debate among
SWP members. On the contrary, there
needs to be
thinking about how the meeting
is run and what atmosphere is
created. We should experiment
with different formats. Many
branches break into small groups
after the speaker for a few minutes.
There should not be a long and
internal discussion in the second
part of the meeting. This is often
off-putting for non-members and
can mean they leave early ...
The branch thus cannot be a venue
for either internal debate or decisionmaking by the members. Decisions go
to the branch committee:
Every branch - big or small - needs
one. This should meet weekly for
no more than an hour. It is the
place to collectively discuss the
priorities and assess our work.
Therefore it needs to involve not
only the SWP branch secretary,
paper organiser and meetings
organiser, but also the comrades
involved in SUTR and anti-racist
work and those involved in the
climate movement …
It is actually rather hard to see how
this could actually be a committee,
unless it is to be understood as a
‘committee of the whole house’.
The CC would then appear to be
demanding two branch meetings a
week - one that is in reality a public
meeting and the other internal, called
a ‘committee’. It is likely that by “the
comrades involved in SUTR and antiracist work and those involved in the
climate movement” the CC means
delegates of those comrades.
The article continues:
Without a branch committee and
as new developments emerge,
there can be a very real danger of
fragmentation in the branch, with
comrades just focussing on their own
so-called area of work. This would
be a disaster and will severely hinder
our ability to grow and develop as a
revolutionary party.
This is actually the opposite of the
truth. It posits that the sole basis
of the unity of the organisation is
its common tactic. In reality, the
point of a workers’ party, including
a ‘revolutionary’ one, is its political
programme - common political ideas,
which are carried by its members into
the actual working class movement in

the varied forms that this movement
takes: trade unions, cooperatives,
tenants associations, the Labour
Party and other attempts at political
representation of the class, and
single-issue campaigns of one sort
and another.
Moreover, the branch committee
as so identified is plainly no more a
vehicle for the branch’s members to
take their own collective decisions beyond such things as who turns out
to which event or sells papers where
- than the public “branch meetings”
are. It is a vehicle for ‘unifying’ round
the CC’s latest fad or fads.
The CC document on Leninism
bewailed the lack of initiative and
debate coming from the ranks.
But this is exactly the natural and
probable result - not only of the ban
on ‘factionalising’ outside the preconference period, but of a design
of local organisation which in itself
tends to suppress both real debate,
and hence real critical thought, and
initiative, in favour of hyper-activism
and compliance-oriented behaviours
towards the centre.

Single issues

The SWP thinks of the workers’
movement entirely in terms of
a movement from one singleissue campaign to the next - and
understands strikes also within this
framework, because it is only the
moment of activism - not the rather
gradual period of discussion and
preparation preceding the strike which counts for its idea of working
class action. This is visible, in fact, in
Liam’s partially critical text.
It also appears in a curious nonsight in the partially critical ‘Bending
the stick’ from “Iain and Jim from
Dundee”, who argue for a higher
priority to paper sales. They are
concerned that (quoting Tony Cliff)
“socialists need to be ‘part of the
furniture’ [and] cannot intervene
in any working class struggles as
‘Johnny come latelys’”. But it does
not occur to them that this appearance
is exactly the consequences of the
SWP’s fetish of moving its forces
from campaign to campaign at the
expense of actually being ‘part of the
furniture’ in any component of the
movement.
The
single-issue-campaign
approach is also reflected in the
actual limited debates in bulletins
1 and 2. These concern three issues:
the Birmingham Islamists’ campaign
against LGBTQ+ inclusion in
‘relationship and sex education’ in
schools; ‘TERF wars’ (the politics of
transgender); and whether to call for a

Labour vote in Scotland in the general
election.
In all three cases, the ‘united front’single-issue campaign framework
makes it practically impossible to
have serious arguments or reach
serious decisions. We have had in this
paper our own partial and incomplete
discussion of ‘TERF wars’, but we are
at least not paralysed by competingoppressions narratives. Sue Caldwell’s
piece for the CC attempts at the end to
make exactly this point - that identity
politics is a trap and Marxists start
from the dynamics of class. But she
does so within the framework of the
dominant narratives of victimisation,
which is mandated by the singleissue approach to the problem, as
opposed to a party-and-programme
approach. The alternative view is
presented very briefly by “Sarah from
Haringey”: her argument consists
mainly of objections to “gender
identity ideology” and promotion of
the “Woman’s Place UK” campaign
for separate spaces. The debate about
Birmingham is, again, exactly framed
in victimisation narratives - both
arguably true - about Muslims, and
about LGBTQ+ children and youth.
This sort of argument leads nowhere.
The Scots debate at least has the
merit of being about a serious political
issue. The Glasgow group argues that
the SWP’s current position - “Vote
Corbyn and support independence” is right, because, first, “any general
election is likely to become a battle
to defend a Corbyn-led Labour Party
from attacks by the right” (clearly
true) and, second,
given the lack of any serious
leftwing,
pro-independence
parties putting the socialist case
for independence during a general
election, then the consequences
of calling for a vote for left
independence would in effect mean
supporting a vote for the SNP.
A bit late to have realised this,
comrades! And all the more so,
given that this conclusion is arrived
at after five and a half columns (of
six) in a document which had mostly
been about how there is a great mass
movement for independence on
the streets which is “pressure from
below”. This apparently led Nicola
Sturgeon to give a speech to a proindependence rally (would she really
not do so without ‘pressure’?). They
argue, indeed, that “In any case, the
break-up of the British state - one of
the most reactionary institutions in
history - would be a major victory for
the working class movement, not just
in Scotland, but also internationally.”
This is as much nonsense as the
argument the SWP ran for a ‘Lexit’,
and which it now seems to be
regretting (a bit, and inconsistently).
The other side of the debate is
extremely thin. Iain and Jim argue for
“a vote for Corbyn in England and
vote left in Scotland”: this is not “a
fudge, as many people are very well
aware of the terrible decline of the
Labour Party in Scotland”. But then
they hardly need to engage seriously,
because the framework of streetstreet-street and ‘single-issuism’
leads precisely to the result: the
Glasgow group’s analysis in most of
its contribution leads to the Dundee
pair’s conclusion.
Time to think again, comrades,
about the analysis, and about the
method which leads you to political
tailism in the name of single-issuism l
mike.macnair@weeklyworker.co.uk
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MANIFESTO

Within the current order
Win or lose the general election, the fight to transform Labour will continue, writes Peter Manson

I

t is clear that Labour’s manifesto for
the December 12 general election
is considerably more radical than
its 2017 programme, For the many,
not the few. While that phrase appears
in small letters on the front of the new
version, the title this time, however,
is rather more bland: It’s time for real
change could in truth be used by just
about any party.
While ‘capitalism’ is not mentioned
at all and ‘socialism’ only once - in the
claim that the national health service
is an example of “socialism in action”
(p31) - the notion of class at least
makes an appearance, as opposed to
being merely implied in the title of
the 2017 manifesto. However, while
Labour says it will “put class at the
heart of Britain’s equality agenda”
(p66), that obviously implies the
“equality” of all classes within the
current order.
Nevertheless, the claim that the party
will be “shifting the balance of power
back towards workers” through “the
biggest extension of workers’ rights in
history” (p60) is, of course, welcome
(if not a little exaggerated), as is the
declaration that “Strong trade unions
are the best and most effective way to
enforce rights at work” (p63). Labour
pledges to “repeal anti-trade union
legislation, including the Trade Union
Act 2016” (p62) - note that the word
‘all’ is missing, although at least this
statement implies that perhaps it is not
only the 2016 act that will be repealed.
Another key word that also
features is ‘imperialist’, but only
in the context of the UK’s previous
foreign adventures, which resulted
from “outdated notions of charity or
imperialist rule” (my emphasis, p103).
Similarly the manifesto promises
to “conduct an audit of the impact
of Britain’s colonial legacy” (p96)
- in other words, imperialism, like
colonialism, is merely a regrettable
feature of British history.
True, Labour will “end the ‘bomb
first, talk later’ approach” to foreign
policy (p95), but it is committed to
“protect our security at home and
abroad” (p8). And that means we must
“maintain our commitment to Nato”,
not to mention “the renewal of the
Trident nuclear deterrent” (p101). In
fact, “Labour’s commitment to spend
at least 2% of GDP on defence will
guarantee that our armed forces are
versatile and capable of fulfilling the
full range of roles and obligations.”
Well, at least under Labour we will
‘talk first and bomb later’, even
if it means the obliteration of an
entire population, thanks to nuclear
weaponry.
Would you believe it? - the
manifesto implies that Labour can be
regarded as more reliable on ‘defence’
than the Conservatives, under whom
“Trained army personnel have
been cut from 102,000 to just over
74,000” (p100). Similarly Labour will
“restore total prison officer numbers
to 2010 levels” (p46). However, the
commitment to the armed forces is
totally in line with Labour’s vision
for a ‘new’ global order, whereby it
will “use Britain’s influence within
the World Bank, IMF and WTO to
transform the rules of the global
economy, so they work for the many”
(p101). It is difficult to imagine a
more naive ‘socialist’ illusion than
this commitment to a ‘fairer’ form of
global capitalism.

Spending

There are several positive pro-worker
commitments, such as the banning of
zero-hour contracts, and the pledge
that “Within a decade we will reduce

Hardly a socialist manifesto
average full-time weekly working
hours to 32 across the economy, with
no loss of pay” (p62) - although the
promise to “rapidly introduce a Real
Living Wage of at least £10 per hour
for all workers aged 16 and over”
(p59) falls far short of what is now
needed.
Then we have the entirely
supportable policies relating to
state ownership of essential public
services. Gas, electricity, water, the
railways and Royal Mail are all to
be renationalised, and Labour will
also take over BT’s internet division,
in order to provide free broadband
to every household, in addition to
“taking public ownership of bus
networks” (p19). It is claimed that all
this will help “make Britain’s public
services the best and most extensive
in the world” (p29).
When it comes to the NHS, Labour
will be “taking back all PFI contracts
over time” (p30) and in general it will
“end and reverse privatisation” (p32).
What is more, while it does not go
into detail, it will “establish a generic
drug company” (p35) - presumably
as an integral part of the NHS, in
order to ensure that healthcare is no
longer the victim of the private drug
companies’ blatant robbery through
their monopolistic overcharging.
Labour will also “abolish prescription
charges” (p35).
Then there is education, with
“free school meals for all primary
school children” (p40) and the
pledge to “abolish tuition fees and
bring back maintenance grants” for
further education (p41). In relation
to housing, the party has committed
to building at “an annual rate of at
least 150,000 council and social
homes, with 100,000 of these built by
councils for social rent” (p78). Labour
also claims it will “end rough sleeping
within five years” (p80).
However, taxation of the rich and
big business is not to be increased
by a huge amount: “We will reverse
some of the Tories’ cuts to corporation
tax, while keeping rates lower than in
2010” (p29). Which means that much
of the increased spending will have to
be financed by borrowing.
This, of course, has opened the
way for the usual charges of an
irresponsible failure to balance the
books. However, it is hardly unusual
for bourgeois states to raise funds
through borrowing. In fact, depending
on the overall political and economic
situation, it is considered perfectly
normal to do so - the aim, particularly
during a downturn, being to boost the
market and thus increase production
(and therefore income from taxation).
It is ironic that, at the very time the
usual charges of irresponsibility
were being levelled against Labour,
the newly appointed president
of the European Central Bank,
Christine Lagarde, was calling on EU

governments to raise their spending in
order to stimulate the economy.

Democracy

In line with others, Labour is now
committed to “reducing the voting
age to 16” (p82) - good. But what
about its attitude to the second
chamber? It states: “We will act
immediately to end the hereditary
principle in the House of Lords, and
work to abolish the House of Lords in
favour of Labour’s preferred option of
an elected Senate of the Nations and
Regions” (p81).
Well, first of all, the abolition of the
Lords is an absolutely fundamental
requirement, so why the delay? What
is this “work” that needs to be done
before it can be entertained? And in
the meantime the existing members
- including those who are there as a
result of the “hereditary principle” will continue as before. All those who
say they are democrats must oppose
not just the current monstrosity, but
any second chamber - whose purpose
is to impose ‘checks and balances’
against the democracy of directly
elected representatives.
However, while it is all very
well to state your opposition to the
“hereditary principle” in relation to
the Lords, aren’t they overlooking
something? What about the monarchy,
which does not get a mention in the
manifesto? This is the biggest affront
to democracy of all. Every piece of
legislation requires the monarch’s
assent - and there is no doubt that they
would actually exercise that power of
veto in the event of a genuine threat
to the ruling class being posed by the
elected parliament.
And, of course, as we have pointed
out on numerous occasions, it is the
monarch who formally appoints the
prime minister, and there is a distinct
possibility that, if Labour were to be
the largest party after December 12,
the queen would summon someone
other than Jeremy Corbyn to the
palace to head ‘her’ government
(no doubt with the acquiescence of
sections of the Labour right). The
principled position is clear: abolish
the monarchy, abolish the second
chamber!
Then there is Scotland. The
manifesto states:
Scotland needs the transformative
investment coming from a
Labour government, not another
referendum and not independence.
A UK Labour government will
focus on tackling the climate
emergency, ending austerity and
cuts, and getting Brexit sorted.
That’s why in the early years of a
UK Labour government we will
not agree to a section 30 order
request [for a second independence
referendum] if it comes from the
Scottish government (p85).

While communists are opposed to
separatism in principle, and call for
the greatest possible unity between
different nations and peoples, we
are adamant that such unity must
be entirely voluntary. There must
be self-determination and, if the
democratically elected representatives
vote for independence, that decision
must be accepted, however much we
may regret it. In other words, it should
not be up to the “UK government”
(quite apart from the fact that we are
for the replacement of the United
Kingdom by a federal republic, in
which Scotland and Wales would
have the right to secede) to decide this
question.

European Union

Labour’s official position on Brexit
is spelled out, making it entirely clear
that the party is for Brino (Brexit in
name only). After the UK leaves
the EU following a deal negotiated
by Corbyn, it would remain part
of both the customs union and the
single market - not to mention the
fact that there would be “continued
participation in EU agencies and
funding programmes” (p90).
In other words, just about
everything would continue as before
- except that the UK would no longer
take part in EU decision-making. Of
course, it goes without saying that
the overwhelming majority of Labour
MPs, and of the active membership,
would oppose withdrawal and
campaign for ‘remain’ in the second
referendum proposed by the party.
However, the manifesto states:
If in a referendum the British
people decide to remain in the EU,
this must not mean accepting the
status quo. Labour will work with
partners across Europe to make
the case for radical reform of the
EU - in particular to ensure that its
collective strength is focused on
tackling the climate emergency,
tax evasion and ending austerity
and inequality (pp91-92).
Thus the same illusion as in relation
to capital’s global institutions is
displayed. There is no notion of the
need to fight for the transformation of
the current EU into a workers’ Europe
- once again it is a case of a more
‘progressive’ form of capitalism.
Then there is the problem of
the leader’s position in the event
of a second referendum, where we
would be asked to choose between
the Corbyn deal and ‘remain’. The
Labour leader only - not the party
- would stay “neutral” during that
campaign - although, as he stated on
the BBC’s November 26 The Andrew
Neil interviews, he hoped that some
“people would argue it’s a reasonable
deal” that should be accepted.
While it is fine in some
circumstances for a leader to stand
aside from the choice between two
acceptable alternatives, in this case,
as many have pointed out, it would
be problematic - the choice in practice
would be between remaining within
the EU with or without a vote: who
in their right mind would vote for the
latter?
The manifesto makes several
positive points about the right of free
movement - and not just in relation to
the EU. It states: “Labour recognises
the huge benefits of immigration to
our country” (p91) and continues:
“The movement of people around the
world has enriched our society, our
economy and our culture” (p70).

Therefore, “We will end indefinite
detention, review the alternatives to
the inhumane conditions of detention
centres, and close Yarl’s Wood and
Brook House” (p71). So it appears
that ‘non-indefinite’ detention centres
- with more ‘humane’ conditions - will
remain open. In fact, Labour’s policy
will be to “review our border controls
to make them more effective” (p45).
What was that about free movement?

Anti-Semitism

Rather strangely, in view of the
ongoing smear campaign being waged
against Labour for failing to ‘root out’
its ‘institutional anti-Semitism’, there
is no mention of anti-Jewish prejudice
in the manifesto. The substantial
section on ‘Women and equalities’
makes clear the party’s opposition
to all forms of racial and religious
discrimination, but neither ‘antiSemitism’ nor ‘Jews’ is specified - an
absence that has not been pointed out
by any mainstream media outlet, as
far as I know.
On one level that omission is
fair enough, but, in view of the
absurd allegations levelled against
the party under Corbyn’s leadership
on precisely this question, surely
it would have been worthwhile not
only to mention anti-Semitism, but to
make a clear statement condemning
the totally false slurs and explaining
what lies behind them. But, no,
Labour’s position has been to say as
little as possible on those slurs - apart
from repeating ad nauseum its total
opposition to all forms of prejudice
and its absolute intolerance of such
prejudice within the party.
Of course, the idea has been to
keep quiet about it, in the hope it
will go away, and, instead of tackling
such controversial matters head on,
concentrate on issues like workers’
rights and public ownership. But
the hope that the whole thing would
die a death if you ignore it was
totally misplaced - the anti-Corbyn
establishment is not going to drop
something that has him continually
on the back foot. And it was only
a matter of time before Labour’s
alleged ‘anti-Semitism’ would feature
in the general election campaign.
And now we have the latest
furore - sparked by the statement
of chief rabbi Ephraim Mirvis that
Corbyn is “unfit for high office”, as
he had allowed the “poison” of antiSemitism to “take root in the Labour
Party”. Just for good measure, Mirvis
was supported by the Archbishop of
Canterbury, Justin Welby.
On The Andrew Neil interviews
Corbyn once more failed to condemn
the malevolent campaign of slurs. All
he would say was that he was “looking
forward to having a conversation”
with Mirvis, so he could clear up
the misunderstanding, since only “a
small number of members” have been
accused of anti-Semitism. He politely
disagreed that he had been guilty of
“mendacious lies” about its extent in
the party and, after all, he had now
“toughened up the rules” to prevent it.
Not only is Corbyn’s failure to
oppose the campaign misplaced: it
could well cost him the election. Of
course, as in 2017, he could still head
a pro-Labour surge, but this is now
looking increasingly unlikely.
Nevertheless, we must be clear: the
place for all Marxists and socialists is
within Labour, aiding the long-term
struggle to defeat the pro-capitalist
right and transform it into a genuine
party of the entire working class l
peter.manson@weeklyworker.co.uk
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DEFENCE AND SECURITY

Our alternative perspective

James Marshall of Labour Party Marxists critiques the ‘defence and security’ section of the 2019 manifesto

A

part from a few tweaks
here and there, the ‘official’
Labour approach to what
is euphemistically called ‘defence
and security’ is an unmistakable
continuation of the Tories’. True,
the 2019 manifesto, It’s time for
real change, complains about the
reduction in “trained army personnel”
(ie, professional soldiers) from
102,000 to just over 74,000, the
below-inflation pay rises and how
members of the armed forces and
their families are obliged to live in
substandard accommodation.
Similar comments have, though,
come from the mouth of General Lord
Richard Dannatt. The former head of
the army decries the “smallest navy,
army and air force we have ever had”.1
What about pay and conditions? A
few years ago we find him saying that
“pay was the most important issue
facing the armed forces” and that the
“appalling” accommodation has to be
improved.2
Needless to say, there is nothing
remotely radical about Richard
Dannatt, a GCB, a CBE, a MC, a
DL as well as being a Lord. Though
nowadays sitting as a cross bencher,
revealingly, breaking normal army
conventions, he served as David
Cameron’s advisor on military affairs
when he was leader of the Tory
opposition.
As for socialists, while we
should criticise low pay and bad

accommodation in the armed forces,
a shrinking standing army is surely
another matter entirely. In principle,
we cannot object.
It’s time for real change condemns
the fact that Boris Johnson’s
government “refuses to publish
the report into possible foreign
interference by Russia in UK
democracy”. Nevertheless, Dominic
Grieve, Jo Swinson, Financial Times
Europe editor Tony Barber, even
Hillary Clinton, have said the exact
the same thing. So, once again,
nothing controversial in bourgeois
terms.

Police

Perhaps the most contentious proposal
contained in It’s time for real change
- well, at least when it comes to
‘defence and security’ - is the suitably
vague promise to “consult on creating
a representative body for the armed
forces, akin to the Police Federation”.
Trailed earlier this year, inevitably
the proposition resulted in lathering
condemnations: Corbyn is a threat to
army discipline, a friend of terrorists,
a hard-line Marxist, etc. Needless to
say, though, there is nothing remotely
Marxist about the proposal. The Police
Federation model is a giveaway.
Established by the 1919 Police
Act, it replaced the National Union
of Police and Prison Officers, which
- and this is crucial - in August 1918
and June 1919 organised nationwide

Red guards were vital for
making and defending
the revolution
General Lord Richard
Dannatt: also bemoans
the shrinking size of
the armed forces and
their poor pay and
accommodation

police strikes. The government put
infantry and tanks onto the streets.
Yet a “combination” of economic
concessions, repression, political
manoeuvring, union blunders, police
divisions and the failure of organised
labour to support the police “ensured
the failure of the 1919 strike”.3
Liberal Party prime minister David
Lloyd George saw the defeat of the
1919 strike as a decisive “turningpoint in the labour movement,
deflecting it from Bolshevist and
direct-actionist courses to legitimate
trade unionism once again”.4 His
Liberal-Conservative
coalition
proscribed NUPPO and made sure
that strikers were summarily fired
and then blacklisted - a cruel act of
revenge, which faced only “halfhearted” opposition from the Labour
Party in parliament.
Unlike NUPPO, the Police
Federation is barred by statute from
affiliating to the TUC. No less vital,
it represents all ranks, from ordinary
constables to chief inspectors, and
is legally forbidden to take strike
action. With good reason, the Police
Federation has been described as
“amounting to a sort of company
union” (Owen Jones - writing when
he was a leftwinger).5

Nato

Showing that a Jeremy Corbyn-led
Labour government would act fully
within, not against, the US-dominated

world order, there is the pledge to
“maintain our commitment to Nato
and our close relationship with our
European partners”.
Nato is an unmistakable product of
the cold war. A US-sponsored grand
alliance designed to anathematise
the Soviet Union, hegemonise the
fading British and French imperiums,
incorporate West Germany and serve
as a bulwark against mass communist
parties in Italy, France and Greece.
US bases were established throughout
western Europe. Simultaneously,
counterrevolutionary institutions were
embedded and the social democratic
settlement promoted.
Under the presidency of Ronald
Reagan, US strategy underwent a
significant change. Out went social
democracy and containment; in
came neoliberalism and “rollback”.
Hence the feeble complaint that
Nato membership locks Britain into
“American superpower manoeuvres”
and makes it “impossible to pursue
a principled international course”
(Peter Hain - writing when he was a
leftwinger).6
Following the collapse of
bureaucratic socialism in eastern
Europe and the Soviet Union - and
with it the US victory in the cold war “was the obvious time for Nato to have
been disbanded” (Jeremy Corbyn,
2012).7 Instead, Nato expanded to
Russia’s very borders: a violation
of the “host of assurances” given to
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Mikhail Gorbachev in 1990 that Nato
would not go beyond what had been
the German Democratic Republic.8 So
no protective buffer zone. And eyes
are set on further eastern expansion.
Ukraine and Georgia have been in
Nato “membership action plan”
(MAP) negotiations.9 A recipe for
war.
The Labour leadership’s Nato
pledge is clearly designed to
appease. Donald Trump, the largely
undiminished Labour right, big
business, the City, the capitalist
media, the generals, need not worry
about the next Labour government
… “Jeremy has been on a journey”
(Emily Thornberry, 2018).10
Then there is the commitment
to spend at least 2% of GDP on
“defence”. This was demanded by
Barack Obama back in September
2014; he wanted all Nato members to
take a greater share of the “burden”.
David Cameron’s government eagerly
agreed. In his financial statement
of July 8 2015, George Osborne
promised to meet the 2% target
“not just this year but every year of
this decade”.11 So, when it comes to
‘defence and security’, what It’s time
for real change says comes straight
from the Tory songbook.
To leave not a shadow of doubt
about the class nature of the “next
Labour government”, we read this
truly disgusting passage: “Labour
supports the renewal of the Trident
nuclear deterrent.” Naturally, this
goes hand-in-hand with pieties about
global peace, the UN, “multilateral
efforts”, the Non-Proliferation Treaty
and creating a “nuclear-free world”.
But the same can be said of every
modern UK government. Against
left demands to unilaterally abandon
nuclear weapons - Michael Foot,
Tony Benn, Jeremy Corbyn - Tory and
Labour prime ministers alike claimed
that they were multilaterally working
towards a ‘nuclear-free world’.
Suffice to say, each of the four
Dreadnought submarines being built
under the Trident renewal programme
(total cost - some £40 billion) will
carry 12 Trident II D-5 missiles.
Each missile has eight independently
targeted warheads, each with an
explosive power of some 100-475
kilotons - or, put another way, more
than five to 25 times the A-bomb
that levelled Hiroshima in August
1945. Without a doubt, Trident is
an “indiscriminate weapon of mass
destruction” (Jeremy Corbyn, July
2016).12
There are those who somehow
still manage to pass themselves off
as leftwing, who give this dismal
narrative a radical, anti-capitalist
spin. Speaking at one of Momentum’s
World Transformed events, Paul
Mason outlined his case for a “battle
of rational ideas”. Basically, what his
rationality boils down to is Labour
striving to prove its “economic
competence” and promising that there
will be an “essential continuity, that
there’s going to be an army, nuclear
weapons and a police force”.13 In other
words, a Labour government which
will seek to manage capitalism better
than the Tories and do nothing to take
the “toys” (Paul Mason’s word) from
the top brass boys. Yes, he calls the
weapons that killed between 90,000
and 146,000 people in Hiroshima and
between 39,000 and 80,000 people
in Nagasaki “toys”. Obnoxious. So, at
least when it comes to ‘defence and
security’, it is clear that the advice
offered by this repentant Trotskyite
has been accepted.
It is, of course, completely
useless denouncing It’s time for
real change from the sidelines - the
position of dilettantes, dogmatists
and brittle sects. No, Marxists must
learn how to lead masses of people,
even if at the moment most possess
only an elementary level of classconsciousness.
Not to actively take part in the

“real workers’ movement”, not to
even to try to push the struggle being
fought out in the Labour Party to the
point where Marxists transform it into
a united front of a special kind, and
thereby secure a commanding control
over CLPs, the NEC, the PLP, etc, is
not merely foolish: it is criminally
irresponsible. The immediate task
of any worthwhile leftwing group or
trend is to engage with the Labour
Party’s rank and file at the closest
possible quarters. Marxists must win
the real “battle of rational ideas”. In
the context of this article, we seek
to convince this hugely expanded
mass that we not only need a genuine
socialist economic programme. We
need a genuine socialist military
programme too.

War

Despite Donald Trump’s sanctions
and bellicose threats, China’s
imperial Belt and Road initiative, the
defensive expansionism of Russia
and Emmanuel Macron’s call for
a common European arms budget
and common armed forces, there is
no immediate prospect of an all-out
World War III. With the certainty of
mutually assured destruction (MAD),
who would fight whom and why?
Nevertheless, there is the obvious
danger of a regional conflict sucking
in rival big powers with all manner
of unpredictable consequences: Iran,
Venezuela, Israel-Palestine, North
Korea, Ukraine, Syria, Taiwan and
the South China Sea all spring to
mind. A direct clash between the
US and Russia or China could quite
conceivably rapidly escalate. Even a
limited nuclear exchange would exact
an almost unimaginable human toll.
However, what distinguishes
Marxists from others on the left who
oppose the danger of war is that
we emphatically reject all varieties
of pacifism. And, when it comes
to the left, there are all manner
of daft nostrums on offer. A few
representative samples.
The
Labour
Representation
Committee
touchingly
suggests
appointing a “UK minister for peace”,
and a Labour government which will
“progressively withdraw the UK from
the international arms trade”.14 Banal
gloop, which obviously has nothing in
common with socialism.
Will gushing praise for the UK’s
“worldleading” defence industry and
the promise to “continue to work with
manufacturers, unions and export
partners” cause a change of heart?
Unlikely. The LRC has constituted
itself as a fan club for the existing
Labour leadership, not a principled
critic. Hence, at the time of writing,
the LRC’s complete silence over the
‘defence and security’ section in It’s
time for real change. Instead, the LRC
heaps fatuous praise on Labour’s
programme for the NHS, broadband,
housing, universal credit, etc.
Nor can any decent leftwinger
agree with the Alliance for Workers’
Liberty’s studiedly vague “Cut arms
spending” formulation.15 The AWL
is a social-imperialist outfit and
typically adopts a ‘who are we to
oppose’ attitude towards US-UK led
operations (Afghanistan, Iraq, Libya,
Syria, etc).
Nor can Left Unity’s slightly
less craven call for a “drastic
reduction” in military expenditure
be supported.16 What exactly is
the drastic reduction envisaged by
the Kate Hudson, Andrew Burgin,
Felicity Dowling groupies of Syriza,
Podemos, Die Linke? Needless to say,
a comprehensively failed perspective.
The same goes for the nudgedown pleas of the Morning Star’s
Communist Party of Britain to
“cut military spending to average
European levels”.17 Ditto the Scottish
Socialist Party’s formula of reducing
“defence spending” to no more than
the per capita level of the Republic
of Ireland.18 Short-sighted, timid and,

when it comes down to it, a banal
cost-cutting exercise.
Our military programme does
not champion either a 2% or a 1.5%
version of the existing armed forces in
the name of securing a capitalist peace.
Despite the factional variations, that
is what the LRC, AWL, Left Unity,
CPB, etc actually advocate.
In contrast, Marxists - real Marxists
that is - know that wars are inevitable
while society remains divided into
classes. We recognise that the struggle
for international peace is inextricably
linked with the class struggle at home
- crucially the struggle to raise the
working class, so that it becomes the
ruling class.
That explains why Marxists
stand by the time-honoured demand
of arming the working class and
disarming the capitalist class.
A demand that educates minds,
encourages the first tentative steps,
till the goal is brought to full fruition.
Hence - and this needs emphasising the demand for arming the working
class and disarming the capitalist class
is about the now. It is not a demand
only to be raised in a revolutionary
situation. If we do that, it is too late
- far too late. We would already have
been crushed, defeated, killed.
Naturally,
opportunists
instinctively recoil from the very
notion of arming the working
class. Like the Weimar social
democrats, they are infected with
constitutionalism. Certainly the case
with the Socialist Party in England
and Wales and the CPB.19 But,
symptoms that begin with a reformist
chill and a shiver, if not treated, end
in complete breakdown. Confronted
by the miners’ Great Strike of 198485 and the formation of hit squads,
the Marxism Today Eurocommunists
and their ilk condemned ‘macho
violence’. They offered, instead, the
mystical, women-only pacifism of
Greenham Common. Come the ‘war
on terrorism’ - ie, the invasions of
Afghanistan and Iraq - not a few of
these former peaceniks were to be
found in the ranks of the Bush-Blair
warmongers: eg, David Aaronovitch,
Nick Cohen, Francis Wheen, Norman
Geras, Christopher Hitchins and other
such types eagerly put their names to
the notorious Euston manifesto.
By contrast, we Marxists are
convinced that the bourgeois state
machine must be broken apart,
demolished, smashed up, if we are to
put an end to war. So, concretely, in
today’s conditions, that not only means
scrapping Trident and all nuclear,
biological and chemical weapons
of mass destruction - indiscriminate
and therefore inherently inhuman.
We should also be arguing for the
scrapping of all standing armies.
To state the obvious, nor will
peace be realised through the UN,
a commitment to Nato or even
an armed forces “representative
body”. Paradoxical though it may
seem, peace has to be fought for.
Specifically, towards that end, the
working class has to develop its own
fully armed militia. An idea that is
not spun out of thin air. No, workers’
militias grow out of the needs of the
day-to-day struggle: protecting picket
lines, defending Muslims from fascist
thugs, guarding our local offices,
meeting places and demonstrations,
etc. And, of course, with a genuinely
powerful workers’ militia it becomes
a realistic possibility to split the
state’s armed forces. Fear of officers,
sergeant majors and court martials can
thereby be replaced by the rank and
file’s readiness to disobey orders. Yes,
a mutiny, or a strike. Certainly, army
units, air force squadrons and naval
crews declaring for our side provides
us with the military wherewithal
necessary to safeguard either an
expected or a recently established
socialist majority - in the House of
Commons, European Parliament,
House of Representatives, etc.

Programmatically the workers’
movement should therefore champion
these demands:
 Rank-and-file personnel in the
state’s armed bodies must be protected
from bullying, sexual harassment,
humiliating punishments and being
used against the working class.
 There must be full trade union
and democratic rights, including the
right to form bodies such as soldiers’
councils.
 The privileges of the officer caste
must be abolished. Officers must be
elected. Workers in uniform must
become the allies of the masses in
struggle.
 The people must have the right to
bear arms and defend themselves.
 The dissolution of the standing
army and the formation of a citizen
militia under democratic control.

Background

Strange though it may seem to
the historically ill-informed, here
Marxists draw direct inspiration
from the second amendment to the
US constitution. Ratified to popular
acclaim in 1791, it states: “A well
regulated militia being necessary to
the security of a free state, the right
of the people to keep and bear arms
shall not be infringed.”20 Those who
made the American revolution - above
all the urban and rural masses - saw a
standing army as an existential threat
to democracy. Eg, in her Observations
on the new constitution (1788) Mercy
Otis Warren - the mother of the
American revolution - branded the
standing army as “the nursery of vice
and the bane of liberty”.21 At great
sacrifice the common people had
overthrown the rule of George III some 70,000 Patriots are believed to
have died - and the camp of democracy
was determined to do the same again,
if faced with another unacceptable
government.
Naturally Marx and Engels
considered the second amendment
part of their heritage. Clause four
of the Marx-Engels Demands of the
Communist Party in Germany (1848)
is unequivocal:
Universal arming of the people.
In future armies shall at the
same time be workers’ armies,
so that the armed forces will not
only consume, as in the past, but
produce even more than it costs to
maintain them.22
The Marx-Engels team never wavered.
Read Can Europe disarm? (1893).
Here, in this pamphlet written by
Frederick Engels, 10 years after the
death of his friend and collaborator,
we find a concrete application of
Marxism to the dawning epoch of
universal suffrage and universal
conscription.
Engels concluded that the key to
revolution was mutiny in the armed
forces. His pamphlet outlined a model
bill for military reform in Germany.
Engels was determined to show that
the proposal to gradually transform
standing armies into a “militia
based on the universal principle of
arming the people” could exploit the
mounting fears of a pending European
war and widespread resentment at the
ruinously costly military budget.23
For propaganda purposes, Engels
proposed an international agreement
to limit military service to a short
period and a state system in which
no country would fear aggression
because no country would be capable
of aggression. Surely World War I
would have been impossible if the
European great powers had nothing
more than civilian militias available
to them.
Not that Engels was some lilylivered pacifist. He supported
universal male (!) conscription and,
if necessary, was quite prepared to
advocate revolutionary war on the
model of Napoleon’s grande armée.

Needless to say, his Can Europe
disarm? was not intended to prove
the undoubted military superiority of
a militia over a standing army (it can
fully mobilise very large numbers with
incredible speed, provides defence in
depth and is, therefore, capable of
successfully surviving a whole series
of initial defeats). No, Engels wanted
a citizen army within which discipline
would be self-imposed. An army
where rank-and-file troops would,
if necessary, turn their guns on any
officer tempted to issue orders that
ran counter to the vital interests of the
people.
Subsequent Marxist writers took
the militia idea for granted. Though
marred with various reformist
assumptions, Jean Jaurès (18591914) elaborated upon the whys and
wherefores of a militia system in his
L’armée nouvelle (1910). Work and
military training had to be brought
close together, full-time army cadre
would be confined to instructors, etc.24
What went for Marxist writers went
for Marxist parties too. Eg, the 1880
programme of the French Workers’
Party, the 1891 Erfurt programme,
the 1889 Hainfeld programme of the
Austrian Social Democratic Party,
the 1903 programme of the Russian
Social Democratic Labour Party, etc.
In the ‘political section’ of the
programme of the French Workers’
Party (Parti Ouvrier), authored jointly
by Karl Marx and Jules Guesde, we
find the demand for the “abolition
of standing armies and the general
arming of the people” (clause 4).25
A proposition faithfully translated
by the Germans: “Education of all
to bear arms. Militia in the place of
the standing army” (clause 3).26 The
Austrians too are adamant: “The cause
of the constant danger of war is the
standing army, whose growing burden
alienates the people from its cultural
tasks. It is therefore necessary to fight
for the replacement of the standing
army by arming the people” (clause
6).27 Then we have the Russians:
“general arming of the people instead
of maintaining a standing army”
(clause c9).28 The newly formed
Labour Party in Britain too: in its first
general election manifesto in 1900,
there is this call: “Abolition of the
standing army, and the establishment
of a citizen force”.29
With the word there came the deed.
Amongst the first decrees of
the 1871 Paris Commune was the
abolition of the standing army and
its replacement by the national guard
- “the bulk of which consisted of
working men” (Marx). By actually
constituting a new state, based on
a repressive force that did not sit
outside the general population, the
Commune opened a new chapter in
global politics. And Russia took what
happened in Paris to new heights.
Formed in April-March 1917, the Red
Guards proved crucial to the success of
the October Revolution. Red Guards,
and increasing numbers of army units,
put themselves at the disposal of the
Military Revolutionary Committee
- a subdivision of the Bolshevikled Petrograd soviet. On October 25
(November 7) 1917 the MRC issued
its momentous declaration that the
provisional government of Alexander
Kerensky “no longer existed”. State
power has passed into the hands of
the soviets of workers’, peasants’ and
soldiers’ deputies.
The are many other instructive
examples.
In 1919 we find Leon Trotsky effectively the founder to the hybrid
Red Army - presenting a set of theses
to the 9th Congress of the Russian
Communist Party “on going over to
the militia system”. Here he proposed
the founding of a “Red Workers and
Peasants Militia, constructed on the
territorial principle”, and bringing
the “army close in every possible
way to the process of production”.30
The inspiration provided by the 1848
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DEFENCE AND SECURITY
Demands and the 1910 L’armée
nouvelle is all too evident.
Shortly afterwards, beginning in
the early 1920s, the two main workers’
parties in Germany built their own
non-state militias. The SDP dominated
the soft-left Reichsbanner, while the
Communist Party formed the much
more militant Rotfrontkämpferbund
(at its height it boasted 130,000
members). In Austria, despite its
1923 founding statutes emphasising
ceremonial paraphernalia, marches
and band music, the Schutzbund
served as a kind of “proletarian
police force”.31 When it came to
strikes, demonstrations and meetings,
this workers’ militia maintained
discipline and fended off Nazi gangs.
Though hampered by a dithering
social democratic leadership, the
Schutzbund heroically resisted the
February 12 1934 fascist coup.
Workers formed defence corps
during the 1926 General Strike
in Britain. American workers did
the same in 1934. There were
massive stoppages in San Francisco,
Toledo and Minneapolis. In Spain
anarchists, ‘official communists’,
POUM, etc likewise formed their
own militias in response to Franco’s
counterrevolutionary uprising.
Then, more recently, in 1966,
there was the Black Panther Party. It
organised “armed citizen’s patrols”
to monitor and counter the brutal US
police force.32 Even the “non-violent”
civil rights movement, led by Martin
Luther King, included within its ranks
those committed to “armed selfdefence” against the Ku Klux Klan
and other such terrorism.33

senior people in the army. They
told me, ‘We don’t work for him.
We work for the Queen.’48

John Worsley’s 1959
recruiting poster.
Note: the army
swears loyalty to the
monarch, not the
government or state

In the late 1960s and early 70s
there were widespread press reports
of senior officers and ex-officers
conspiring against the rightwing
Labour government of Harold Wilson.
Many were unhappy about Rhodesia,
many branded him a Soviet mole.
However, their pathological hatred
was directed squarely against leftwing
Labour MPs, such as Tony Benn,
Irish republicans, communist trade
union leaders, striking workers and
protesting students - the background
to Chris Mullin’s novel, A very British
coup (1982).
If Jeremy Corbyn makes it into
Number 10, there is every reason to
believe that threats of “direct action”
coming from the high command will
assume material form. That is why
we say: put no trust in the thoroughly
authoritarian standing army. No,
instead, let us put our trust in a “well
regulated militia” and the “right of the
people to keep and bear arms” l

Notes
1. Sunday Express November 24 2019.

Corbyn

Imagine that a Corbyn-led Labour
Party wins a general election majority
on December 12. Supposedly because
it is constitutionally inappropriate
for serving officers to “intervene
directly in matters that are of political
dispute”, are we really expected to
believe that the armed forces will
idly sit by and behave in a thoroughly
trustworthy manner?34 That would be
parliamentary cretinism of the highest
order - a disease that infects reformists
of every stripe and variety with the
debilitating conviction that the main
thing in politics is parliamentary
votes.
Even given the limitations of It’s
time for real change, it is easy to
envisage a crisis of expectations.
Masses of Labour members and
voters are instinctively far to the left
of the manifesto. The actual election
of a Labour government could quite
conceivably set them into motion as an
elemental class force. Through their
own efforts Labour’s electoral base
would seek to put into practice what
they think a Corbyn-led government
really stands for. Defy the hated antitrade union laws. Win substantial
pay increases. Free the migrants
imprisoned in detention centres.
Occupy empty luxury properties
and solve the homelessness crisis
at a stroke. Arm with rudimentary
weapons to ward off police attacks.
Any
such
scenario
would
inevitably provoke a corresponding
reaction. It is not so much that the
ruling class cannot tolerate a Corbynled government and its present-day
programme of abolishing tuition
fees, ending tax benefits for private
schools, aiming for net zero emissions
by the 2030s, introducing some form
of rent controls, repealing the latest
(2016) round of Tory anti-trade union
legislation, nationalising water, the
railways, electricity and other utilities,
progressively transferring a minority
percentage of shares to workers and
establishing a national transition fund.
Tinkering, safe and, in fact, amongst
Keynesian economists, all perfectly
reasonable.
No, it is the enthusiastic reception
of Marxist ideas, the rejection of
capitalism, the dominant position

of the pro-Corbyn left amongst the
mass membership and the distinct
possibility of a yanking, further shift
to the left, and consequent mass selfactivity, that causes ruling class fears.
And, have no doubt, fearful they are.
Hence Tony Blair’s much touted
‘neither Boris Johnson nor Jeremy
Corbyn’ call, but a more “suitable
candidate” for prime minister, who
will head a government of national
unity.35 Failing that, and a Corbyn-led
government, expect other, illegal, or
semi-legal, methods. Mike Pompeo’s
“push-back”, a politically motivated
run on the pound, civil service
sabotage, bomb outrages organised by
the secret state - even a military coup
of some kind.
Say, following the advice of Paul
Mason, the Corbyn-led government
stupidly decides to leave MI5, MI6,
the police and the standing army
intact. Frankly, that would present
an open door for a British version
of general Augusto Pinochet. In
Chile thousands of leftwingers were
tortured, were killed, and who knows
how many, including US citizens,
were ‘disappeared’. The September
11 1973 military coup overthrew the
Socialist Party-Communist Party
Popular Unity reformist government
under president Salvador Allende.
That, despite its studiedly moderate
programme and repeated concessions
to the right. CIA fingerprints were all
over the Pinochet coup.36
There have been plenty of warning
omens. Sir Richard Dearlove, former
head of MI6, labelling Corbyn “a
present danger to our country”, who
would not “clear a security vetting”.
He also singled out Andrew Murray
and Seumas Milne - former Straight
Leftists and now close Corbyn
advisors. They have “denigrated
their own country and embraced
the interests of its enemies and
opponents”.37 Then there is rightwing
Tory MP Graham Brady, who said:
“We must do everything possible
to stave off the risk of a Corbyn

government.”38 The Financial Times
too ominously states that Corbyn’s
leadership damages Britain’s “public
life”.39 The Economist likewise
lambasts Corbyn as a member of
the “loony left” and “dangerous” to
Britain.40 Sir Nicholas Houghton,
outgoing chief of the defence staff,
publicly “worried” on BBC1’s
Andrew Marr show about a Corbyn
government.41 Then there was the
truly sinister statement made to The
Sunday Times by a “senior serving
general”:
There would be mass resignations
at all levels and you would face
the very real prospect of an event
which would effectively be a
mutiny … Feelings are running
very high within the armed forces.
You would see a major break in
convention, with senior generals
directly and publicly challenging
Corbyn over vital, important
policy decisions such as Trident,
pulling out of Nato and any plans
to emasculate and shrink the size
of the armed forces. The army
just wouldn’t stand for it. The
general staff would not allow a
prime minister to jeopardise the
security of this country and I think
people would use whatever means
possible, fair or foul, to prevent
that. You can’t put a maverick in
charge of a country’s security.42
The army is an agent of
counterrevolution,
almost
by
definition. An inability to understand
that elementary fact represents an
elementary failure to understand the
lessons of history.
Legally, culturally, structurally, the
British army relies on inculcating an
“unthinking obedience” amongst the
lower ranks.43 And it is dominated,
run and directed, as we all know, by
an officer caste, which is trained from
birth to command the state-school
grunts.
Of course, the British army no

longer has vexatious conscripts.
Instead recruits join voluntarily,
seeking “travel and adventure” followed by “pay and benefit, with
job security.”44 Yet, because they often
live on base, frequently move and stick
closely together socially, members of
the armed forces are unhealthily cut
off from the wider civilian population
and, hence, from the growth of
progressive and socialist ideas in the
Labour Party. Far-right views appear
to be very common - eg, see Army
Rumour Service comments about
that “anti-British, not very educated,
ageing communist, agitating classwar zealot”, Jeremy Corbyn.45
The best known exponent of
deploying the army against internal
“subversives” is still brigadier
Frank Kitson with his Low intensity
operations manual (1971). The left,
trade unionists and strikers - they are
“the enemy”, even if their actions
are intended to back up an elected
government.46 Legally, the “perfect
vehicle for such an intervention”
would be an order in council.47 After
consulting the unelected privy
council, the monarch would call a
state of emergency and invite the
army to restore law and order.
Remember, army personnel swear
an oath that they “will be faithful
and bear true allegiance to Her
Majesty Queen Elizabeth II, her heirs
and successors”, and that they will
“defend Her Majesty ... against all
enemies”. And, as made crystal-clear
by Michael Clarke, director of the
United Services Institute, this is no
mere feudal relic: “The armed forces
don’t belong to the government; they
belong to the monarch,” he insists:
And they take this very seriously.
When [the Tory] Liam Fox was
defence secretary a few years ago,
for his first couple of weeks he
referred to ‘my forces’ rather than
Her Majesty’s forces - as a joke, I
think. It really ruffled the military
behind the scenes. I heard it from
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Most dangerous woman in America?
Daniel Lazare considers the role of Fiona Hill in the anti-Trump impeachment campaign

F

or a while, things were not going
well for America’s anti-Russia,
‘impeach at any cost’ crowd. In
mid-October, Hillary Clinton stepped
into a hornet’s nest by attacking
anti-war candidate Tulsi Gabbard as
“a Russian asset”, earning rebukes
from everyone from Bernie Sanders
to Donald Trump (“Hillary’s gone
crazy!” tweeted the latter). A few
weeks later, The New York Times ran
an amusing interview with Ukrainian
oligarch Ihor Kolomoisky, the alleged
power behind the throne of president
Volodymyr Zelensky, in which he
thundered his contempt for the United
States and threatened to join forces
with Moscow. “Russian tanks will be
stationed near Warsaw and Krakow,”
he said. “Your Nato will be soiling its
pants and buying Pampers.”1
Finally, the Nielsen TV rating
service revealed that only 13 million
people tuned into the first congressional
impeachment hearings on November
13 - a substantial decrease from
the 19.6 million who watched FBI
director James Comey testify in June
2017, or the 20 million who caught
Christine Blasey Ford’s testimony
against supreme court nominee Brett
Kavanaugh in September 2018.
Russia-bashing was running out of
steam, Ukrainian policy was in disarray
and impeachment was sagging - or so
it appeared. But then came Fiona Hill
- a ramrod-straight Russia specialist
from the north of England, by way of
Harvard and the White House National
Security Council - to save the day by
bucking up the anti-Moscow forces
and reminding them of what the Evil
Empire is really about. She said this to
the house intelligence committee:
Based on questions and statements
I have heard, some of you on this
committee appear to believe that
Russia and its security services did
not conduct a campaign against our
country and that perhaps somehow,
for some reason, Ukraine did. This
is a fictional narrative that has
been perpetrated and propagated
by the Russian security services
themselves. The unfortunate truth is
that Russia was the foreign power
that systematically attacked our
democratic institutions in 2016.
This is the public conclusion of our
intelligence agencies, confirmed in
bipartisan congressional reports. It
is beyond dispute ...
She went on, as committee members
listened with rapt attention:
The impacts of the successful
2016 Russian campaign remains
evident today. Our nation is being
torn apart. Truth is questioned.
Our highly professional and
expert career foreign service is
being undermined. US support for
Ukraine, which continues to face
armed Russian aggression, has
been politicised … In the course of
this investigation, I would ask that
you please not promote politically
driven falsehoods that so clearly
advance Russian interest.2
Liberals cheered. The New Yorker
praised Hill’s “moral earnestness”,
The Nation described her as “poised,
confident, brisk in her remarks,
unflustered by browbeating from
Republican representatives”, while
New York Times columnist Roger
Cohen said she was “a powerful
reminder of what makes America great
and of how president Trump has taken
a sledgehammer to ‘its role as a beacon
of hope in the world’”.
Hill’s testimony was indeed
powerful, but in a very different way:

Fiona Hill: well taught by her Harvard neocon mentors
ie, as a reminder of how thoroughly
anti-Russian hostility has penetrated
the Democratic Party and its
intelligence allies. Everything that has
gone wrong in America in recent years,
in their opinion, is Moscow’s fault.
Division, polarisation, loss of faith,
Trump himself - all are by-products
of Russian meddling in 2016. America
has had enemies before, but nothing
compares to the Democratic obsession
with Vladimir Putin - a man who now
looms over the US the way Emmanuel
Goldstein looms over Orwell’s
Oceania in Nineteen eighty-four.

Origins

What are the roots of this monomania?
Although impeachment is billed as an
effort to rein in a runaway presidency,
it is better understood as an attempt
by Democrats to claw their way
back from the setbacks of Barack
Obama’s last years in office. The
dimensions of the Obama disaster are
not fully appreciated, but it was little
short of monumental. The problems
started in 2011, when the White
House initially seemed to welcome
the Arab spring - or at least made no
effort to interfere, when long-time
allies like Tunisian strongman Ben
Ali or Egypt’s Hosni Mubarak were
overthrown. But it reversed course
when Saudi Arabia and the other the
Arab gulf states launched a powerful
counter-offensive a few weeks later sending troops to put down democratic
protests in Bahrain, funding Sunni
jihadis in Libya and Syria, and then
launching an air war against Houthi
Shi’ite insurgents in Yemen in March
2015. Simultaneously, the Obama
administration gave the green light
to a fascist-spearheaded coup in the
Ukraine that sent a mildly pro-Moscow
president packing in February 2014,
while sparking a parallel insurrection
in the country’s Russian-speaking east.
The results were devastating - civil
war, massive death and destruction, an
upsurge of terrorism, an Islamic State
offensive that brought it to within a
few dozen miles of Baghdad, plus the
greatest refugee crisis since World
War II. Not since Vietnam had US
foreign policy gone so spectacularly
awry. Even worse from an American
perspective was the Russian response.
Instead of watching from afar, Moscow
forcefully intervened by annexing the
Crimean Peninsula, funnelling aid to
pro-Russian insurgents in Donetsk and
Luhansk, and then, in November 2015,
injecting itself into the Syrian conflict
in support of Bashar al-Assad.
The US was livid, but Russia in
fact had little choice. The loss of its
historic Sevastopol naval base in the

southern Crimea, which it operated
under a long-term lease with Kiev - an
arrangement directly threatened by the
change of government - would have
closed off access to the Black Sea and
might well have led to the unravelling
of the Russian Federation’s entire
southern tier. An Al Qa’eda-IS
takeover in Damascus - a growing
possibility as of mid-2015 - would
have been even more catastrophic,
not only for Russians facing their own
Islamist insurgency in Chechnya, but
for Americans and Europeans as well.
Then Trump rubbed even more
salt into the wounds. Running on an
isolationist platform, he dismissed the
annexation of the Crimea as “Europe’s
problem” in July 2015 and told CNN
two months later that he did not care
much about Syria either: “You know,
Russia wants to get Isis, right? We want
to get Isis. Russia is in Syria. Maybe we
should let them do it.”3 Not in decades
had a major presidential candidate
broken ranks with established foreign
policy so fundamentally, and certainly
not in such a casual, dismissive way.
Before long, Hillary Clinton was
taunting Trump as Russia’s “puppet”,
while liberal columnist Paul Krugman
blasted him as a “Siberian candidate”.
America had been stabbed in the back,
and Trump was holding the dagger.
The upshot has been something close
to civil war, as Democrats vowed to
combat a fifth-columnist threat from
within.

Dirty campaign

Which brings us to Fiona Hill.
The daughter of a County Durham
coal miner, she studied history and
Russian at St Andrews University,
before journeying to the Soviet
Union in 1987 as part of an academic
exchange, and witnessing the signing
of the intermediate nuclear forces
(INF) treaty and a Moscow meeting
between Ronald Reagan and Mikhail
Gorbachev. From there, she went to
Harvard to study for a PhD under
Richard Pipes.
Pipes, of course, is the famous
Sovietologist who headed up the
CIA’s ultra-hawkish Team B in the
mid-1970s. Aided by such neocon
luminaries as Donald Rumsfeld, Albert
Wohlstetter, Paul Wolfowitz and Paul
Nitze, it argued that the Soviet Union
was more powerful and aggressive
than the foreign-policy establishment
realised and that its goal was nothing
less than to launch and win a nuclear
war on its own. Where Team A - led
by Henry Kissinger, among others argued in favour of detente, Team B
countered that such analysis was based
on “mirror-imaging”: the fallacious

belief that US and Soviet leaders were
on the same wavelength, when it came
to the horrors of nuclear war.4 But
they were not, Pipes said. The Soviets
were more ruthless than poor, innocent
Americans could comprehend.
Hill carries the same lopsided
logic forward into the 21st century. In
a book-length study of Putin that she
wrote in 2013, she notes how Boris
Yeltsin’s team “ran a dirty campaign
to keep their, by now, ailing and
unpopular leader in the Kremlin” by
winning re-election in 1996. But she
makes no mention of America’s allout effort on his behalf by arranging a
$10.2-billion International Monetary
Fund loan or by sending for a team
of high-level political consultants
to spend four months working
clandestinely in Moscow to put him
over the top. “We’ve got to go all
the way in helping” Yeltsin win,
Bill Clinton told deputy secretary
of state Strobe Talbott - and, even
though Yeltsin’s approval ratings had
been in the single digits just a few
months earlier, the campaign bore
fruit.5 But American meddling does
not bear mentioning, since Russian
interference is the only kind that
counts.
Hill sounded a similar theme in
her impeachment testimony, when
asked about a 2017 Politico report
that Ukrainian government officials
interfered in 2016 by publicly
questioning Trump’s fitness for
office. She disseminated documents
implicating a top campaign aide in
corruption, and also helped Clinton
allies dig up dirt of their own. Hill
conceded that the reports were true.6
But “there was little evidence of a
top-down effort by Ukraine,” she
added, whereas Russian interference
was “personally directed by Russian
president Putin and involve[d]
the country’s military and foreign
intelligence services”. Ukrainians do
not interfere either - at least not those
at the highest levels. Once again, that
is a Russian prerogative.
Needless to say, evidence of
Russian meddling is much thinner
than Hill acknowledges. As sceptics
on both the right and left have argued,
the narrative put forward by special
prosecutor Robert Mueller is rife
with contradictions. The Internet
Research Agency (IRA) - the alleged
St Petersburg troll farm whose
Facebook efforts supposedly helped
sway voters in Trump’s favour purchased just $46,000 worth of ads
prior to election day: a tiny fraction
of the $81 million that Trump and
Clinton spent on social media. The
ads, moreover, could not have been

more amateurish, with one depicting
a buff Bernie Sanders in a Speedo
bathing suit (presumably to win over
gay voters) and another showing Jesus
arm-wrestling with the devil (“Satan:
If I win, Clinton wins”).7 It is hard to
believe that anyone was swayed by
such nonsense. Where Mueller said
nothing about a Kremlin link when he
indicted the agency in February 2018,
his report asserts a year later that the
group’s campaign “constituted ‘active
measures’ - a term that typically
refers to operations conducted by
Russian security services”. Yet the
only evidence it cites of a government
connection is a New York Times
article describing IRA owner Yevgeny
Prigozhin as “Putin’s cook”, because
the Russian president dined at a
restaurant he owns on a number of
occasions between 2001 and 2003.8
This is just one example among
many.9 But the point is clear: Russian
interference is hardly the slam-dunk
Hill says it is. Indeed, with attorney
general William Bar currently at
work on his own investigation into
Russiagate’s origins, the US may
soon have two official reports, both
“beyond dispute” as far as partisans are
concerned, yet both likely saying very
different things.
It’s Team A versus Team B all
over again, with the GOP - believe it
or not - arguing for a more realistic
appraisal and the Democrats painting
Russian actions in the worst possible
light. Despite Team B’s dominance,
the Reagan years did not lead to a
war with the Soviet Union, although
they did lead to a major arms buildup, not to mention vicious proxy
wars in Afghanistan, central America
and Africa. The big question now,
therefore, is whether neo-Team B’s
dominance thanks to people like Fiona
Hill will lead to something worse.
It is hard to believe, if only because
of the 4,000-plus nuclear warheads in
Moscow’s possession. But Democrats
will be under intense pressure to
get tough if they capture the White
House, and, given the degree to
which they are prisoners of their
own stab-in-the-back mythology,
anything could happen. There are any
number of theatres in which a direct
conflict could break out - the Ukraine,
the Middle East, even Venezuela.
Impeachment as a new birth of
democracy is a joke. Impeachment as
a prelude to war is not l
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GERMAN REVOLUTION

Masses were moving rapidly to the left

World revolution had arrived
This article is based on a talk given by James Harvey to Communist University 2019

T

he failure of the German
working class to emulate the
Bolsheviks and successfully
take power in 1918-19 was a decisive
turning point in 20th century history.1
The series of defeats in the 1920s
that followed not only resulted in the
isolation of the young soviet republic
and the ultimate degeneration
of the revolutionary regime, but
also paved the way for a vicious
counterrevolution in Germany and
the horrors of Nazism. As a period
in which the world failed to turn and
the much hoped-for revolutions in
the west failed to come to the aid of
the Bolsheviks, these years deserve
detailed study by all Marxists.
The events of 1918-23 were the
closest yet that an advanced capitalist
country has come to a successful
socialist revolution. The significance
of a revolutionary movement that
overthrew the imperial regime of
Wilhelm II, effectively ending the
horrific slaughter of World War I and
thus challenging the very existence
of the capitalist system in one of the
world’s great powers, was not lost
on contemporaries. Indeed for the
Bolshevik leadership the seizure of
power in Russia was predicated on
a belief that their revolution would
provide a spark for a wider European
movement, the centrepiece of which
would be a German Revolution.
For the Bolsheviks the Russian
Revolution was to be a mere prelude
before the much more significant
movement in the west.2 Despite the
very limited resources available to
the soviet republic in 1918, when
news came through of the kaiser’s
abdication and the developing
revolutionary situation, for Lenin
it was a case of ‘everything to help
the German workers.’3 For Radek
the news from Germany produced
a feeling of liberation: “The world
revolution had arrived. The masses
of people were listening to its iron
step. Our isolation had ended,” he
later recalled.4
The fast-moving events of
October and November 1918 in
Germany had quite conscious
echoes of the revolutionary days in
Russia the previous year. Following
a series of military reverses from
the spring of 1918 and attempts to
reconfigure the imperial regime
in a more ‘democratic’ form - a
type of revolution from above - the
Kaiserreich imploded in the face
of naval mutinies, disaffection in

the army, protest strikes and the
establishment of sailors’, soldiers’
and workers’ councils explicitly
modelled on the soviets. The rapid
spread of this movement throughout
Germany and the melting away of
the seemingly impregnable imperial
structures of power in a few days
in early November left a political
vacuum.
Imperial
bureaucrats,
generals and liberal politicians
desperately scrambled to hold the
system together, but quickly came
to the conclusion that the kaiser
would have to go and substantial
concessions had to made to the
masses, if capitalism was to survive
at all.5
However, if this strategy was
to have any chance of success, the
key partners for the bureaucrats,
the generals and the capitalists were
the leaders of the German working
class, the Social Democrats (SPD).
In a frantic series of private deals
and manoeuvres between elements
of the old regime, especially the
general staff, and SPD leaders Ebert,
Scheidemann and Noske, a ‘smooth
transition’ involving the abdication
of the kaiser and the declaration of a
democratic republic was arranged to
head off revolutionary pressures from
below.6 The counterrevolutionary
role of the SPD leadership would
become clear by January 1919,
but the conscious betrayal of the
revolution had been in their minds
long before. Later memoirs give
us a good insight into both their
thinking and that of the German
ruling class, when confronted with
a revolutionary situation. Prince
Max of Baden, the last imperial
chancellor, reported that, when he
asked Ebert to stand at his side “in
the fight against social revolution”,
Ebert replied: “If the kaiser does
not abdicate, then social revolution
is unavoidable. But I do not want it;
no, I hate it like sin.”7 For the ruling
class it appeared to be a straight
choice between the SPD leadership
and the emerging revolutionary left,
represented by Karl Liebknecht and
the Spartakusbund:
The revolution is on the verge
of winning. We cannot crush it,
but perhaps we can strangle it …
If Ebert is presented to me from
the streets as the people’s leader,
then we will have a republic; if it
is Liebknecht, then Bolshevism.
But if the abdicating kaiser

appoints Ebert Reich chancellor,
then there is still a small hope for
the monarchy. Perhaps it will be
possible to divert the revolutionary
energies into the legal channels of
an election campaign.8

Within

To understand the counterrevolutionary
role of the SPD during the German
Revolution we need to grasp something
of its historical development as a party,
and its place within German society
and political life in the early 20th
century.
Wilhelmine Germany was a
contradictory society and those
contradictions were reflected in the
SPD. By 1900 imperial Germany was
one of the world’s leading economies,
mounting a serious challenge to its
rivals in the British empire and the
United States. However, politically and
socially it represented a compromise
between a dynamic industrial capitalism
and an agrarian aristocratic class that
dominated the state bureaucracy and
the powerful army. The monarchy
was politically powerful, especially in
relation to foreign policy, which, after
Wilhelm II’s accession to the throne in
1890, was directed towards colonisation
and the assertion of global German
influence - Weltpolitik - in competition
with the other great powers. Although
the state generally favoured industrial
capitalism, there were periods of
tension within the ruling class between
industrial and agrarian interests.
However, the overriding issue amidst
these external and internal tensions, for
both the state and the capitalist class,
was the emergence of the working
class as a political and a social force
from the late 19th century. By 1912 the
SPD was the largest single party in the
lower house of the imperial parliament,
the Reichstag, after gaining 28% of the
popular vote.9 This electoral strength
rested on a history of struggle in the late
19th century against state repression such as the Anti-Socialist Law, which
attempted to supress the nascent SPD.10
This attempt to crush the party reflected
the state’s fear of the growing power of
the working class - itself a product of the
rapid industrialisation and urbanisation
of society after German unification in
1871.
Contemporary observers, such as
the sociologists, Weber and Michels,
were struck by the nature of the
SPD as almost a state within a state,
representing
‘another
Germany’

and a counter-culture, ostensibly in
opposition to official society.11 To
its members the SPD was not so
much a party - more a way of life,
encompassing
political
activity,
political education, flourishing party
media and all aspects of social and
cultural life.12 As one active SPD
member observed,
It was much more than a political
machine; it gave the German worker
dignity and status in a world of his
own. The individual worker lived
in his party; the party penetrated
into workers’ everyday habits. His
ideas, his reactions, his attitudes
were formed out of this integration
of his person with his collective.13
Alongside this vibrant life, however,
there were less positive signs of
increasing bureaucratisation and a
political routinism that marked a retreat
from revolutionary politics. By 1905
the SPD had 15,000 full-timers, who
wielded considerable influence over
policy formation and organisation. The
leadership of the trade unions affiliated
to the SPD were largely economistic
and had gained formal independence
from the party during the same period.14
A similar trend towards independence
could also be seen amongst the SPD’s
Reichstag deputies. These tendencies
towards bureaucratisation were noted
by contemporary critics and were
reflected in the political controversies
over ‘revisionism’ that emerged from
the late 1890s.15 Despite Bebel’s and
Kautsky’s strong defence of orthodoxy
from the centre, in a de facto alliance
with the left, a type of pragmatic
‘Marxism’ that accommodated to
the status quo increasingly became
the hallmark of the leadership. Thus,
whilst ‘revisionism’ was rejected in
theory, it was adopted in practice by
the SPD leadership, both at a national
and regional level.16
Rosa Luxemburg emerged as
the most articulate critic of these
developments before 1914.17 However,
whilst the left had its strongholds
in the party schools, and was well
represented amongst journalists and
leading activists in the industrial
centres, the party leadership could
draw on its history of struggle and
its intellectual authority to appeal to
this tradition of unity in the face of
common enemies.18 Moreover, the
SPD was the Second International’s
most successful and dominant party
before 1914. The party’s political

and ideological influence extended
beyond the borders of Germany: the
Marxist orthodoxy that its leadership
propounded and the ways in which it
organised its mass membership were
the models for socialists throughout
Europe in this period.

Imperialist war

Despite this pristine reputation, the
fault lines and weaknesses within the
SPD were to become apparent with the
outbreak of World War I. The German
ruling class had a series of motives
for involvement in that conflict, but its
fears of growing internal discontent and
working class opposition encouraged it
to believe that war would be the way
to secure national unity in blood.19 The
possibilities of a general strike and
widespread demonstrations organised
by the SPD and the trade unions in
1914 for reform of the undemocratic
electoral system also played a part in the
calculations of the ruling class.20
The SPD’s vote for war credits in
the Reichstag and its support for a
‘civil peace’ and truce in the class war
during wartime came as a great shock
to Lenin and other revolutionaries.
Even Karl Liebknecht, one of the
leaders of the left, voted in favour
of war credits, following the strong
tradition of discipline and unity in the
SPD’s Reichstag’s Fraktion.21 Although
this support for war credits, the civil
peace and a ban on strikes in wartime
came as a shock, it should really have
been no surprise, given the bureaucratic
structure of the party and the rightwing
drift of its leadership over the previous
10 years. By the actions of this
leadership, the ostensible strength of the
movement was turned on itself and the
SPD was converted from an instrument
of working class struggle into a prop for
capitalist rule and imperialist war.
The justification for the leadership’s
position drew on a range of arguments,
including the progressive nature of
German imperialism and capitalism; the
revolutionary potential of a war against
the Russian autocracy; and the need
to defend the German working class.
Scheidemann and Ebert in particular
utilised the arguments of sections of
the left, such as Parvus, to justify their
support for the imperialist war, whilst
paradoxically some sections of the
revisionist right developed a pacifistic
anti-war position.22 The left within the
SPD, in Germany as elsewhere, was
initially disorientated by the strength
of social-imperialism and patriotism
amongst the leadership of the Second
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International. However, signs of
organised opposition also began to
emerge within the ranks of the SPD.
Liebknecht voted against war credits in
December 1914, calling the conflict “an
imperialist war fought for imperialist
domination of the world markets”. In
a sign that discontent was growing, he
was joined in 1915 by 23 other SPD
deputies.23
Alongside
this
parliamentary
opposition, a small group of
revolutionaries - including Liebknecht,
Luxemburg, Zetkin, Mehring and
Jogiches - began publishing an anti-war
newsletter in the name of Spartakus
and began to organise as the ‘Gruppe
Internationale’. The political basis of
what would become in January 1916
the Spartakusgruppe was a restatement
of the position on war adopted by the
Second International in 1907: namely to
“utilise the economic and political crisis
caused by a war to rouse the peoples
and thereby to hasten the abolition of
capitalist class rule”.24 Like the rest of the
anti-war left internationally, this group
was small and initially marginalised
within the SPD. Perhaps numbering
300-500 subscribers to its newsletter, it
drew its support from amongst the pre1914 left critics of the SPD leadership.
Although small in number, the group
had a much wider potential influence,
given that many amongst its activists
had been SPD full-timers, recognised
‘party intellectuals’ and former editors
of the SPD’s regional press.25

Opposition?

As the nature of the slaughter and its
impact on the working class became
clear, wider currents of opposition began
to develop. Food shortages, the impact
of the Allied blockade, state repression
and labour laws - and the sense that the
war was never ending - all contributed
to strengthen the hostility and anger
against the war.26 This opposition took
two forms: industrial and political.
Protest strikes calling for the release of
an imprisoned Liebknecht and an end to
the war gathered momentum from 1916
onwards.27 The Bolshevik revolution in
November 1917 - “the light from the
east” - further galvanised working class
opposition and influenced the creation
of workers’ councils to organise the
protests. In Berlin and other large cities,
these took the form of revolutionary
shop stewards committees, which
increasingly
adopted
explicitly
revolutionary demands.
A similar process of radicalisation
and criticism of the war occurred within
the SPD. However, when an internal
split eventually emerged, resulting
in the formation of the Independent
SPD (USPD) in April 1917, this new
grouping also reflected the structural
and ideological contradictions of pre1914 German social democracy. It was
a “veritable melange”, ranging from
‘revisionists’ like Bernstein and Haase
on the right through to the Marxist
centre represented by Kautsky and
Luxemburg, and Liebknecht on the
left.28 The only issue that united these
strange bedfellows was opposition to
the SPD leadership’s support for the
imperialist war. The USPD had 120,000
members (compared to the 170,000
remaining with the SPD), who were
clearly opposed to the war and reflected
a growing demand for radical change:
for a small revolutionary group like the
Spartakists, it was important to orientate
to those currents by joining the USPD
and avoiding sectarian isolation from
the German masses.
However, the strategy of the
Spartakusbund within the USPD was
unclear at this stage, reflecting both the
organisational difficulties caused by
state repression and wider uncertainties
and
disagreements
within
the
revolutionary left on the nature and role
of the revolutionary party. For some,
their experience of the betrayals of the
SPD bureaucracy in 1914 engendered
strategic confusion and contradictory
moods, ranging from demands that an
open revolutionary party be proclaimed

immediately through to scepticism
towards the very idea of a party at all.
Luxemburg’s own war-time writings
and the development of her positions
on revolutionary spontaneity after
1905, taken together with Liebknecht’s
voluntarist approach at key moments
in 1918-19, illustrate some of these
important strategic problems for the
German revolutionary left.29
These issues were perhaps best
encapsulated by the left’s analysis of the
USPD and its leadership. From the very
beginning Luxemburg and Liebknecht
were clear in their articles and speeches
about the counterrevolutionary nature
of the SPD, and its commitment to
upholding capitalism. The key strategic
problem, however, was the USPD
leadership, which the SPD successfully
managed to draw into the provisional
government - which styled itself, in
the language of revolution, as the
‘Council of People’s Representatives’
(Rat der Volksbeauftragten). Whilst
the bourgeois state and the army
remained intact (as per the arrangement
made between Ebert and the military
leadership), the USPD justified its
participation in the government by
arguing that political power was
now in the hands of the workers’ and
soldiers’ councils, and that the gains
of the revolution must be defended:
for Kautsky and company now was
not the time for adventurism and
ultra-leftism!30 Both the SPD and
USPD successfully drew on all the
inherited prestige, personal authority
and historical legitimacy they enjoyed
amongst the German working class to
consolidate their position and channel
the revolutionary moods into more
conservative directions.31

Begun

To counter this both Luxemburg and
Liebknecht constantly warned of future
betrayals by the SPD and USPD right
that would embolden counterrevolution
and allow the old regime, waiting in
the wings, to return. As the Congress
of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils,
elected from local bodies throughout
Germany, was preparing to meet in
December 1918, Liebknecht argued:
The danger is growing by leaps and
bounds. There is no time to lose
… [The proletariat] must proceed
to conquer the remaining positions
of power, to finally overpower
the ruling classes, and to turn the
proletariat’s reign into a truth …
Hesitating means losing both what
has been won and what must be
won. Hesitation draws death closer
- the death of the revolution.32
Likewise, in an article written on the
eve of the congress, Luxemburg called
for the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils
to break from the SPD and USPD right,
and instead lead a struggle that would
bring the working class to power.
Although she outlined a number of
clear revolutionary demands that would
disarm the counterrevolutionary forces
and proposed concrete steps to be taken
by the Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils
to organise revolutionary resistance, the
missing element in her programme at
this stage was a revolutionary leadership
and a party that could generalise and
coordinate that struggle.33
When the congress met on
December 16, both the contradictions
and the revolutionary potential in
the situation were revealed. On one
hand, the dominance of the SPD was
overwhelming: 290 delegates were SPD
supporters, whilst 90 were supporters of
the USPD. The Spartakists had only 10
delegates and attempts to from a joint
fraction between these and the USPD left
came to nothing. Neither Luxemburg nor
Liebknecht were allowed to participate.
Calls from the USPD left for the workers’
and soldiers’ councils to be retained as the
basis of the new constitution were defeated
by 344 votes to 98. The SPD’s preferred
option for the convocation of national
assembly was adopted in its stead.34 Thus

the composition of the congress and its
support for the SPD’s position reflected
both the continuing strength of the party’s
bureaucracy and the position it enjoyed
amongst the German masses.35
On the other hand, away from
the congress and its bureaucratic
deliberations, support for a revolutionary
position was growing. A joint
demonstration organised in front of the
congress hall by the Spartakists, the
USPD and the Berlin revolutionary shop
stewards committees assembled some
250,000 workers to demand that the
congress replace the Ebert government
and assume political power on behalf
of the working class.36 The size of the
demonstration probably reflected more
the degree of organisation of the shop
stewards and the confidence they enjoyed
amongst Berlin workers than the number
of committed members of the organised
revolutionary left at this stage. However,
despite the numerical and organisational
weakness of the left, support for militant
positions was clearly growing: the
potential for the rapid development of a
revolutionary party was noted by many
contemporaries, whether they welcomed
or feared such a turn of events.37
One such commentator was Karl
Radek, who arrived in Berlin just after
the congress concluded on December
21. His first-hand accounts and
impressions have been influential in
shaping assessments of this period.
They also formed the basis for Radek’s
more considered reports and analyses,
which appeared in the early 1920s
and significantly contributed to the
development of the Third International’s
position on the German Revolution.38
As the only senior Bolshevik who
participated in the revolutionary events
of 1918-19, his accounts naturally
carried weight amongst revolutionaries,
both in Germany and internationally.
The picture he paints of the situation in
Berlin when he arrived is one of political
confusion and shrill ultra-leftism within
the Spartakists.
The organised membership of the
group is small and its presence in
the congress and the councils is
tiny. Instead it is the revolutionary
shop stewards and the USPD left
who have the widest support and
are the focus of opposition to
Ebert’s cabinet.39
The December days after the Congress
of Workers’ and Soldiers’ Councils
were indeed crucial in the development
of the German Revolution and in the
formation of the German Communist
Party (KPD). As we have seen, there
were great possibilities for building
a revolutionary movement in this
period, as well as great dangers of
counterrevolution that might be
unleashed by the Ebert government
and the still-existing imperial state
machine. Luxemburg and Liebknecht
correctly called for their supporters
to seize these opportunities, whilst
warning of the serious threats of
military reaction. Their assessments
were not exaggerated or overwrought,
either in their calculation of the
revolutionary potential of the German
working class or, as it so tragically
transpired, in their understanding of the
counterrevolutionary betrayals of the
SPD leadership.40
My next article will deal with
the formation of the KPD and the
counterrevolution of January 1919 l
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What we
fight for
n Without organisation the
working class is nothing; with
the highest form of organisation
it is everything.
n There exists no real Communist
Party today. There are many
so-called ‘parties’ on the left. In
reality they are confessional sects.
Members who disagree with the
prescribed ‘line’ are expected to
gag themselves in public. Either
that or face expulsion.
n Communists operate according
to the principles of democratic
centralism. Through ongoing debate
we seek to achieve unity in action
and a common world outlook. As
long as they support agreed actions,
members should have the right to
speak openly and form temporary
or permanent factions.
n Communists oppose all imperialist wars and occupations but
constantly strive to bring to the fore
the fundamental question–ending war
is bound up with ending capitalism.
n Communists are internationalists.
Everywhere we strive for the closest
unity and agreement of working class
and progressive parties of all countries.
We oppose every manifestation
of national sectionalism. It is an
internationalist duty to uphold the
principle, ‘One state, one party’.
n The working class must be
organised globally. Without a global
Communist Party, a Communist
International, the struggle against
capital is weakened and lacks
coordination.
n Communists have no interest
apart from the working class
as a whole. They differ only in
recognising the importance of
Marxism as a guide to practice.
That theory is no dogma, but
must be constantly added to and
enriched.
n Capitalism in its ceaseless
search for profit puts the future
of humanity at risk. Capitalism is
synonymous with war, pollution,
exploitation and crisis. As a global
system capitalism can only be
superseded globally.
n The capitalist class will never
willingly allow their wealth and
power to be taken away by a
parliamentary vote.
n We will use the most militant
methods objective circumstances
allow to achieve a federal republic
of England, Scotland and Wales,
a united, federal Ireland and a
United States of Europe.
n Communists favour industrial
unions. Bureaucracy and class
compromise must be fought and
the trade unions transformed into
schools for communism.
n Communists are champions of
the oppressed. Women’s oppression,
combating racism and chauvinism,
and the struggle for peace and
ecological sustainability are just
as much working class questions
as pay, trade union rights and
demands for high-quality health,
housing and education.
n Socialism represents victory
in the battle for democracy. It is
the rule of the working class.
Socialism is either democratic or,
as with Stalin’s Soviet Union, it
turns into its opposite.
n Socialism is the first stage
of the worldwide transition to
communism–a system which
knows neither wars, exploitation,
money, classes, states nor nations.
Communism is general freedom
and the real beginning of human
history.
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Don’t
apologise tell the truth
instead

Inconvenient truths
Rather than the Labour Party, it is Christianity which is ‘institutionally anti-Semitic’, writes Eddie Ford

L

abour’s supposed anti-Semitism
became an election issue at the
beginning of this week - or at
least that was the intention - following
the intervention of the chief rabbi,
Ephraim Mirvis. He wrote in The
Times that “a new poison - sanctioned
from the very top - has taken root”
in the party, asking people to “vote
with their conscience” in the general
election. He also declared that
Labour’s claim that it had investigated
all allegations of anti-Semitism in its
ranks was a “mendacious fiction”,
further adding that “the overwhelming
majority of British Jews are gripped
by anxiety” at the prospect of a Labour
victory on December 12. Forgive me
for being dubious.
Mirvis’s views were immediately
endorsed by Mike Katz, the chair
of the so-called Jewish Labour
Movement (ie, Zionist Labour
Movement), saying the chief rabbi was
“absolutely right”, as there had been
a “failure of leadership” over antiSemitism - which is true if you think
Jeremy Corbyn has already conceded
far too much ground to the likes of
the Board of Deputies of British
Jews and the JLM. Getting in on the
act, the Archbishop of Canterbury,
Justin Welby, proclaimed on Twitter
that
Mirvis’s
“unprecedented”
intervention “ought to alert us to the
deep sense of insecurity and fear felt
by many British Jews”. This follows
the action of Jonathan Romain, a
senior rabbi in Maidenhead, who
wrote to all 823 families in his
congregation, suggesting that “a
Corbyn-led government would pose a
danger to Jewish life as we know it” clearly a crazy statement. The Muslim
Council of Britain issued a statement
saying the chief rabbi’s comments
highlight “the real fear many British
Jews have regarding the unacceptable
presence of anti-Semitism” in Britain
- “whether from the left or the right”.
However, an incident at the end of
last week shed an entirely different
light on the question of anti-Semitism
- exposing some inconvenient truths.
We are talking, of course, about
the video of a man on the London
Underground loudly berating a Jewish
man and his two sons. A fellow
commuter who recorded and uploaded
the video on his phone, Chris Atkins,
said the man was “just screaming at
these children” - it was “horrific in
every sense”.

Blood curse

So far, so bad. But what exactly was
the bloke berating the poor Jewish
father about? The answer is simple.
He was haranguing them because he
had been reading the Bible - the video
clearly showed him holding a copy
- and anyone who has ever read the
book, especially the later sections,
knows only too well that it becomes
increasingly anti-Semitic (or antiJudaic). Hence the man was shouting
about “the synagogue of Satan” and
how the “Jews killed Jesus”, as “they
are all slave masters”. In the words
of Atkins, the man appeared to be
“a very committed Christian”, who

Charles Louis Müller, ‘Give us Barabbas’ (1910)
“believed this was the word of God”.
Of course, this was a reference to
the notorious anti-Semitic passage
from the Gospel of Matthew, which
describes (or misdescribes) the events
taking place in Pontius Pilate’s court
before the crucifixion of Jesus - and
specifically the apparent willingness
of the Jews to accept liability for
Jesus’s death. We are told that there
was a Passover custom in Jerusalem
that allowed Pilate, the governor of
Judea, to commute a prisoner’s death
sentence by popular acclaim.
This is complete bogus history, of
course - there was no such tradition
- but it is a convenient Bible story to
convey a certain message: the Big Lie,
as Joseph Goebbels would understand.
Should Pilate release the “notorious
prisoner”, Barabbas, or the lovely
Jesus? Naturally, the crowd roared
for the killing of Jesus. About this
incident, St John Chrysostom (c.347407), archbishop of Constantinople,
wrote: “Observe here the infatuation
of the Jews; their headlong haste and
destructive passions will not let them
see what they ought to see, and they
curse themselves, saying, ‘His blood
be upon us’, and even entail the curse
upon their children.”
The man on the tube was reading
out these particular sections of the
Bible to the Jewish man - look at
what it says: you killed Jesus. Just
read the book! Funnily enough, this
is not something emphasised in most
press reports, yet this is the founding
myth of the New Testament, and hence
what eventually became Christianity.
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But there is an obvious big problem Jesus is Jewish. In two of the gospels
there is an elaborate family tree, going
all the way back to David and before
that to Adam. David is a king, which
is important, as it enables Jesus to say,
‘I’m the king of the Jews’.
So how do you get around that
awkward fact? Answer, rewrite
the entire story and make the Jews
responsible for the death of Jesus.
Remember how the apostles do not
recognise Jesus as the son of God,
because they are too stupid, not
understanding that he is not here to
become the king of a real kingdom.
No, he has been turned into an otherworldly, non-Jewish Jesus up there
with the fairies and unicorns.
Hence the Bible is steadily
rewritten to make it more and more
anti-Jewish. Jesus goes from being a
Jew, the son of a Jew, to someone who
could not possibly be a Jew because
he has no mortal father. Mary is now
a virgin, so that problem is sorted disappearing all that Jewish history.
Not only does Jesus not have a Jewish
father - it was the accursed Jews who
murdered Jesus, not Pontius Pilate
and Roman imperialism. This is what
the “committed Christian” on the
Northern Line was trying to get the
Jewish passenger to understand.
More generally, it can be
reasonably argued that the founding
of Christianity as a religion separate
from Judaism was entirely the work
of Paul of Tarsus - a Hellenised
Jewish convert. His writings betray
an ignorance of the original Hebrew

scripture and the intricacies of Jewish
law. Indeed, a thorough exegesis of the
New Testament strongly suggests that
Paul knew no Hebrew at all, relying
exclusively on the Greek texts.
From all this, we can deduce that
Paul fused the historical story of
Jesus’s crucifixion with elements
of contemporary mystery religions
and Gnosticism, developing new,
non-Judaic mythic ideas, such as the
Trinity, the Last Supper, etc. It also
becomes apparent that he attempted
to find prophetic justification for his
newly forged myths, or religion, in the
Old Testament - reverse engineering
or retrofitting, you could say. Paul
presented Jesus as a dying and rising
saviour deity similar to those from the
Hellenistic mystery cults.
According to various scholars,
there are at least 10 themes in the
New Testament that have been a
source of anti-Judaism/anti-Semitism,
including the idea that the Jews are
culpable for crucifying Jesus. Then
there are: the tribulations of the
Jewish people throughout history
constitute god’s punishment for
killing Jesus; Jesus originally came
to preach only to the Jews, but, when
they rejected him, he abandoned them
for the gentiles; the children of Israel
were god’s original chosen people
by virtue of an ancient covenant, but
by spurning Jesus they forfeited this
status; etc, etc.
In this way, we see the transformation
of Christianity from a Jewish sect,
consisting of followers of a Jewish
Jesus, to a separate religion, often
dependent on the tolerance of Rome proselytising among gentiles loyal to
the Roman empire. The story of Jesus
came to be recast in an anti-Jewish
form: Jesus was now a man-god.

Incendiary

When Tony Blair introduced the 2006
Racial and Religious Hatred Act,
he specifically excluded the ‘holy
books’ from prosecution. He backed
amendments to the bill requiring the
intention to “stir up religious hatred”,
removing the previous “abusive and
insulting” concept, which in theory
could have made major religious
works like the Bible and the Quran
illegal in their current form. You
can easily read out passages in an
incendiary way, which the guy on the
tube did with great gusto - but you
cannot ban the texts themselves.
Like very many people of my
generation, I was taught this ‘blood

curse’ crap about Jesus in a Church
of England school every morning
at service, maybe unconsciously
imbibing anti-Jewish propaganda.
I am not anti-Semitic, but it would
hardly have been surprising if I had
been after such an education. Then
you hear stories about children being
asked by family members, ‘Who
would you rather save - a Jew or a
Christian?’ A flabbergasting question,
but not an uncommon attitude at one
time.
Unarguably, the New Testament
is profoundly anti-Semitic - go
the National Gallery or look at the
stained-glass windows or pictures in
churches and cathedrals for further
confirmation. It is everywhere. No
wonder some non-Christians or
scholars on the subject cannot bring
themselves to step foot in a church
or cathedral: they feel too nauseated.
Then again, the Quran has the idea
that the prophet would be recognised
wherever he went. But an angered
Muhammad gives instructions to wipe
out three Jewish tribes in Medina that
did not recognise him.1
If we want to talk about genocide and there is no reason not to - the Old
Testament is full of it. Maybe the most
spectacular genocide was committed
by Saul, the first king of Israel. God
generously promises him military
victory if he annihilates the Philistines
and everything they have got. As it
says in the Bible, “Thus saith the Lord
of hosts ... go and smite Amalek, and
utterly destroy all that they have, and
spare them not; but slay both man and
woman, infant and suckling, ox and
sheep, camel and ass (1 Samuel 15:23). But, when it comes to the crunch,
Saul - having some common sense cannot bring himself to slaughter all
the animals. Why not distribute them
amongst the poor? This mightily
displeased god, needless to say, who
gave Saul the sack and replaced him
with David.
Going back to the Northern Line,
the unnamed man (who was black)
has been arrested on suspicion of
a “racially aggravated” offence.
In reality, he is probably mentally
disturbed - but anybody would be
after untutored reading of the gospels
of Matthew or John l
eddie.ford@weeklyworker.co.uk

Notes
1. www.faithfreedom.org/how-mohammederadicated-the-jews-in-medina.
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